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.521.... most Happy New Year! 1991 marked the 
completion of Dream Network's tenth year in print and 
I believe I speak for numerous individuals in express
ing gratitude to all who have made this achievement 
possible: dreams, editors, authors and artists, poets, 
subscribers, distributors, stampers and stuffers. A ll 
who have consistently contributed in so many ways in 
making it possible. Special thanks to our guest artists 
for this issue, Alice Rigan and Deborah Koff-Chapin, 
whose work was submitted prior to the receipt of the 
dreams/ articles. Danke, Gracias, Kiitos, Merci, Grazia, 
Tesekkiir, Dziekuje, THANKS TO EVERY ONE OF YOU \} 

Because I am moved to make a contribution via 
brief article for this issue, I would like to dedicate this 
space to announce a project far more important and 
far-reaching than any thoughts (beyond expressing 
appreciation) I might choose to share: A journey Recog
nized: Dreaming Humanity's Path 

I was connected with Bobbie Bowden via Mon
tague Ullman several months ago. Upon receiving her 
introductory packet, the goose bumps raised to a 
recognizable one inch level in every part of my being; I 
immediately called her to voice my excitement. There 
were so many similarities in our experiences; I, myself, 
had been profoundly influenced by dreams of a similar 
nature ... duringthesame period of time. 

There have been other 'signals' as of late that 
indicate it is time to strive toward collecting the pieces 
of the puzzle gifted by the phenomenon Jung termed 
the 'collective unconscious'. It's in the wind . 

The necessary new forms are visible on the horizon 
but down here in the valleys, we humans are indeed in 
need of direction and clarification from sources beyond 
the human intellect, beyond technology, national 
boundaries and ethnocentric cultural forms. We live in 
an unprecedented era! An exciting- and perilous - time 
to be alive. 

I believe that this source- the dream-place - is one 
that deserves deep penetration, exploration and probing 
in helping us discover direction and solutions. 

Bobbie, as you will learn, proposes a book; we have 
agreed to collaborate along with others who express an 
interest. What other forms will emerge remain to be 
experienced but one aspect of the project that is truly 
exciting is that it goes beyond ego and individuality. It 
is a project that when successful, will have required the 
trust and cooperation of the many who have been 
gifted with "Big Dreams"--pieces of the larger picture 
that may be just the roadmap we're looking for. 

One last thought. I finally realized that the process 
of sculpting each issue of this Journal is like working 
with a complex dream. There has to be a sense of 
'rightness', of completion, before it goes to press. Prior 
to the final AHA- it's ready!, there are innumerable 
signals and symbols to decipher, wanderings in the 
mazeway, anxieties and joy. Though this one had its 
moments, I must admit that it nearly put itself together. 
I am particularly pleased with the resolution of this 
dream and being in this physical form, woman. 

Hope you appreciate and enjoy. tJ 

.9L Journey 1\.?cognized: .'Dreaming J-{umanity s Patti 
In 1981 a thought flowered in my head one day as I was driving and I wrote it down on a big pad of paper I keep 

in the car for such times: Let the light from inside shine out and illumine your dreams; theJj make your reality. 
What follows is the Big Dream which turned me -during that same year- as if I were a photosensitive plant and 

it were the sun. I have remained turned toward it ever since and I feel the flower forming now. The night before having 
this dream I had dreamed that my husband Lee, myself and some friends were getting ready to go somewhere; we 
were all taking showers and getting· dressed; we were all preparing for something ... 

Lee ani I are waf((jng somewfiere in a neigfi6orfiootf; a wfio{e {ot of otfier peop{e are tfiere, too. J!tf{ of a 5uiien 
tfiere is a kini of atrtWspfieric 6{ip -a {igfit or a sense tfiat sometfiing is fiappening ani we a[[ {(now tfiat tfie time 
of tfie 'll{s,w .9lge fias come ani tfiat tfie great 6eing for wfiom we fiave 6een waiting fias arrive£ 'We are a[[ reaiy 
to sfiijt into gear. 'We form circ!es ani iance in tfie streets! 'Everyone is fiugging, f(issing ani we are a[{ so fiappy 
tfiat at fast it is fiere. 

'IIien peop{e are TtWving in a certain iirection, so Lee ani I fo{fow tfie tfiem ani fini everyone cfusterei on ani 
arouni tfie porcfies of a wfiite, two famify fiouse. 'Everyone is gatfiering to ezyerience wfiateverit is. 'WfienLee ani 
I get tfiere peop!e say: "Looki "ani tfiey scratcfi an area of tfie eartfi away witfi tfieir fingers, stretcfi out tlieir fiands 
to tfie eartfi ani ma/i;g, fitt!e in-gatfiering TtWVements witfi tfieir fiands. Soon green tfiings 6egin coming up out of tfie 
eartfi. :first tfiese green tfiings are grass ani tfien tfiey are fitt!e green worms. I try it ani tfieygrow for me, too. 'IIien 
a young woman witfi one arm tfiat fias just a stump tries it. 'IIie imp{ication is tfiat sfie isn't wfio{e ani even fier 
fiani!ess 6eing can evo/i;g, tfiis spontaneous growtfi. Someone ioes it near my fiani ani tfie green worms come out 
of tfie eartfi ani afso out of my fiam£. %is feefs strange 6ut wfiat is going on is tfiat tfiis force is reaiy to 6e activatei 
ani wfierever it is evo/i;g,i it wif{ peiform ... or come into 6eing. 
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Later, at nome, Lee and I are in tfze K:itcfzen and we see out of tfze window tfzat on tfze miles and miles 
of fa![ow winter [and tfzere are rows and rows of fertilizer appearing out of nowfzere, travefing rea![y fast . 
1 sit tfzere marveHng at it and say sometfiing aGout doing sometfiing (witfz it) after dinner. Lee fiops up and 
says "'Wfzat!? You tfiin~ we're going to sit fzere and fzave dinner? 'We fzave to get going!" 

Jl[[ at once 1 krww tfzat wfzat fze means, and correctfy so, is tfzat tfiis is a 13I {j 'E'VE'}I.['T! <Ifiat, if we treat 
it fik~ anytfiing "norma[" it wi[[ pass us Gy and we wi[[ not fzave done wfzat we are supposed to do. It is [i{q. 
one of tfzose situations in wfzicfi one is not a![owed to Ge toM tfze ru[es and tfze test is wfzetfzer or not tfze ru[es 
are ~nown and fo[[owed automatica![y. 

So uJe go out into our jie[d and seeds are put into our fzands from aGove, a few at a time. 'We tfirow tfzem 
onto tfze ferti{ized rows and tfzey arrange tfzemse[ves into straigfit rows. %en I ma{q. tfze same evocative 
motians witfz my fzands tfzat I fiad [earned to do ear[ier wfzen everytfiing first Gegan to fzappen and green p[ants 
come up and grow to maturity rig fit tfzere! 

I repeat tfiis witfi tfiree otfzer rows and tfze [ast row is a row of young men. It was a wfio[e row of fzandsome 
young donisfi men wfu1 were tfzere to Ge fze[pers. %.e name tfiat came into my fzead was 1Javic{, wfiicfi means 
[ove. (It was a menta[ rep[ay of Jason tfze Jlrgonaut s ezyerience witfi tfze sowing of tfze dragons teetfi - Gut 
my warriors were named Love.) Jlfter tfze rows are sown (and instantaneous(q matured) I go Gac~into tfze 
fiouse. 

'll[pw I am in tfie urGan center of some city and peop[e Gegin to run in a certain direction. I ~now tfze time 
fias come for everyone to run-- to get on witfi it, to [eave tfze cities wfzere co[[apsing GuiMings wi[[ crusfi peop(e 
and wfzere fife is aGout to Gecome immanentfy unGearaGre. I Gegin running out of tfze city. I don't fzave anytfiing 
witfi me, not even my purse. 'll[p one eLse does eitfzer, Gut everyGody seems to understand tfzat tfze (ac~of persona! 
Ge(ongings and materia{ identity is rea!(y trivia( and wi[( somefiow Ge compensated. I aLso tfiougfit tfiat Lee 
and Setfi (my son) are Gac~at tfze fiouse and tfzat I am not going to Ge aG(e to warn tfzem. 

%ere is an announcement from a fiuge PJl system: "It is time to run! 'Begin running at 6 o 'doc/(." I (oo~ 
at my watcfi and it is 6:10, so I ~now tfzat I fuU£ Getter start. I don't even fee( rea((y Gad aGout going witfiout 
Lee andSetfisince I ~now tfiat tfze time fias come for everyone to do wfzatever tfzey are supposed to do and you 
just fzave to go from wfzere you are. 

So I run, and tfzere are many otfzer peop(e running, too. Soon we come to a series of oGstacfes-a meta[ 
sfippery Gridge, tfzen a comfortaG[e foo((jng cfzaise (ounge- in tfze midd(e of tfze road. It doesn't occur to me 
to sit down and I ~now as soon as I rea(ize tfzat I fiad not tfiougfit of sitting down tfzat tfze cfiair fiad Geen 
put tfzere as a K:ind of test. Jls soon as I rea{ize tfiis tfzere are a wfio(e Guncfi of cfzairs-Gut 'l {q.ep on running 
and tfzere are fewer and fewer peopfe running witfi me. 

I come to one of tfze jie(ds tfzat I fiad p(anted and graG a matured tomato on tfze run, tfiin((jng: 'Wow fzandy . 
. If Lee fiadn 't tfiougfit to do tfze p(anting immediate(y, I wouMn 't fzave tfiis tomato to eat. "You can onfy ta{q. 

wfzat you cangraG on tfze run, so I put tfze tomato to my moutfi and fiad tfze feefing tfzat it is not rea!(y to Ge 
eaten. I fiave tfze sense tfzat in my own running, wfzat I am using most important(y is my a6ifity to speaf(and 
so tfiat is tfze onfy tfiing tfzat I am to 6e concerned a6out nourisfiing. %eanwfiife, I fzave tfiis awareness tfzat 
Jofinny Carson and otfzermedia peop(e are a[( regarding tfiis running, tfiis mass movement, as if it is rea!(y onfy 
one more in a series ofinconsequentia! popu[ar movements.13ut I /(now tfzat tfzey are going to get zapped. %.e 
fast scene fias me running off into tfze setting sun witfi a tomato in my moutfi and a joyous sense tfiat I am doing 
e?(actfy wfzat I am supposed to 6e doing. 

This was a dream about how I could make full use of the extraordinary influx of ultra-human energy now 
pouring into the planet. It was also a dream that said THE TIME IS NOW! 

I want to see others' reports of their dreams about this important period in human and planetary evolution 
and so I am collecting dreams. Dreaming Humanity's Path will be a collection of dreams and visions which 
describe who we are, where we're going and how we're getting there a,s seen by as broad as possible a cross
section of individuals. 

I hope this collection will offer a vision of the emerging human/ societal/ global pattern which individuals 
and communities can use in making sense of this time of intense planetary transformation. I know that seeing 
how the dreams fit together will help us move with confidence into our global future. On the local level, 
community leaders are decrying a lack of vision. This project will provide a vision derived organically from the 
participants-those who are birthing the blueprints and who will flesh them out with and through their- our
own lives. If others are similarly searching, let's work together to bring this map into full, broadcast consciousness. p 

Please address responses and correspondence to Bobbie Bowden, 4 Cucumber Alley, Vol. 11 No. 1/Dream Network S 
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CHOOSING WONDER: THE REAL STORY 
In my article Choosing Wonder (DNJ Winter, Vol. 10 

no. 1), your readers will perhaps remember t~at I 
relied on Alan Watts' distinction between behef- to 
wish, and faith - to trust, for the purpose of proposing 
a different stance toward what might be called con
temporary scientific revelations tha~, t~at. which has 
traditionally been taken toward the b1bhca~ reve
lation." Such a stance is one that does not m1stake the 
story for reality. We all seem to hav:e a taste for writing 
our stories on stone, but science points us toward a 
process of discovery. . . 

I believe that it is faith in the process of dtscovery ztself, 
rather than in any particular set of doctrines, which 
will be the hallmark of a new approach to human 
understanding. Those who attend to their dreams 
perhaps know best how the story process _works. 
Recent brain research indicates that story IS the way 
the brain functions: bringing order to experience 
through the linear patterning of narrative. Here I must 
admit that I was captivated by the alchemy of story 
and in my enthusiasm I inadequately emp~asized that 
what is of real significance is not only the hneaments 
of the story which we now possess, but the methods 
that have revealed this larger framework. 

This framework, a clearly old and still evolvi~g .. 
process in which we find ourselves - and the sc1en~1ftc 
mode of observation and questioning through wh1ch 
we have come to such knowledge about our origins 
and constitution'- may be the fundamentals of a truly 
organic faith. As the mystery deepens, so must our . 
commitment to what is unknown rather than what ts 
known. In this new posture may be our best llop.e of 
fulfilling the potential of being human and creatmg an 
ecologically sustainable way of life. 

JoAnn McAllister, San Francisco, CA 

(Editor's Note;) JoAnn McAllister is former assoc~a!e 
director of the Center for Studies in Science and .s~mt- , 
uality. She is currently working on a book e~ammmg the 
role of belief in cultura~ change and dt;oelopmg method- . 
ologies for understandmg and reform_m~ personal ~nd soczal 
behavior. We can look forward to an mstg~tful arttcl~from 
joAnn for our Summer issue where we wtll be explormg 
Relationships. 
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PENETRATING QUESTIONS 
Considering the masculine and feminine aspects of 

dreamwork, the Yang/Yin relationship seems appro
priate. Perhaps our physical self I ego represent the 
Yang with the psyche /Soul correspondmg to the Yin. 
Dreams might be viewed as a communication passage
way from the Yin to the Yang. 

Many of us do "dreamwork" Yet do we work with 
our dreams, or do we attempt to make our dreams 
work for us? Over time we have developed an impres
sive array of theories, techniques and "treasure maps" 
from fellow travelers, all designed to convert dreams 
into" servants for success" in the physical world- to 
serve our Yang energy and activity. 
, These "dream tools" are indeed valuable. They offer 
us ways to articulate, clarify and define dream exper
iences. They allow us to translate dream images into 
meaningful physical events and activities. 

But at what point do we seriously acknowledge our 
relationship, through dreams, to our Yin ~el.f. A mature 
relationship implies giving as well as rece1vmg. How 
do we honor the Yin energy, our Soul Self, as expressed 
through dreams? How do we participate and truly 
listen? Do we ever ask: "What might our Dream Self 
desire from us?" How are we changed over the years 
by this relationship through our dreams? 

My own dreamwork has 'evolved considerably. For 
years my dreams communicated primarily with my 
"head." Although images touched my "heart," my 
head was definitely in control of what was explored, 
accepted or rejected. Recording every dream, as 
efficiently as possible, "the" right inte!J'retatio~, . 
comparison with current dream theones and s1mtlar 
concerns were involved. 

Dreamwork has become a slower, more intimate 
process. The dream becomes my co~panion during the 
day(s') quiet times and dialogues with heart and 
feelings. The head has become a friendly advisor rather 
than dictator or censor. Dreams may or may not be 
properly transcribed, although the special ones still find 
their way into my journals. 

I have developed loving appreciation for the women 
who periodically serve as d~eam. guides a~d have 
found "listening" and allowmg hme for thmgs to 
unfold is very rewarding and satisfyi!'g. Al~hough . 
these women differ physically, there IS a umque quahty 
of wisdom and timelessness· that defies words. Rarely 
speaking, they literally guide me through ~reamscapes 
that have considerable significance to my hfe. Often 
they reveal dream elements that take yea~s and ~dd- . 
itionalliving for me to fully penetrate. Th1s rel.ationshtp 
gently, patiently, yet consistently ~ee.ms ~ore mtent on, 
and satisfied with, my gradual shtft m bemg ... who I am 
and am becoming. . · 

Are there larger patterns of dream guidance ?eyond 
help with immediate situation? How do.they d.tffer 
among individual dreamers? Are there hfe themes 
suggested by dream guides? What could these themes 
tell us about collective potentials for growth and 
change? For me, the how and why of dreamwork 

depends on such answe9:ngrid Luke, South Beach, OR 

WE invites your opinions, comments and ideas 
and encourage you to respond to any and all material w.e publish. 

We do reserve the right to edit responses for reasons of clanty and space. 

.• 



In !l(f,sponse to tlie Qjtestions: 

"Christa Ascending" by Alice Rigan 

Jfow Yl.re Our '])reams Jfe{ping f[ls Jfea{ the Wounded :feminine? 
What are the tJ..&w :Figures in Women s '])reams? 
Jfow Can We 9\[,urture the Positive :feminine? 
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Loo~Into tfie ~ace of tfie 9rfotlier 

~cently, I received 
an invitation from a sig
nificant friend of twenty 
years. He allured me, along 
with a small group, to go hik-ing 
and camping in some of South-ern 
Utah's most remote back country 
canyons. An offer I could-n't refuse. 
On the morning we were to leave, I 
awakened at 3 a.m. and embarked 
on the - 250 mile trip to our meeting 
place, arriving .... right on time. 

Our first act was to redistribute 
our gear; allowing the horses their 
loads, leaving each of us with only 
a day pack to carry. We began the 
days' hike into a sweet, quiet 
canyon where we would spend the 
first two nights. Now, I am fortu
nate in having an innate knack for 
locating just the right spot for 
myself and on this occasion found a 
perfect space ... just above the stream 
.. . surrounded by sagebrush and 
pinion pine trees. Just the right 
place for my cot, sleeping bag and 
necessities. 

On our second full moon night 
at this spot- while drifting off to 
sleep - I suddenly 'awakened' 
feeling extremely disoriented. There 
was a deep sense of disbelief and 
regret: I had been back in this part 
of the country for nearly a year and 
had not yet gone to visit my 
mother. I wondered about this 
gross oversight, thinking how often 
I'd been to see other family mem
bers since returning. But how could 
it be that I've not gone to visit my 
mother? It took some time before the 
dawning of clarity: my mother died 
15 years ago! Upon fully awakening 
to this reality, I said aloud: 

"Oh, my God!" 
bereaved once again and simultan
eously thinking I must be losing it. 
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by Roberta Ossana 

flhat night I dreamed: 
Jt 6eautiju[ woman is 

fwMing 6efore me a g[owing, 
spfierica[ gaM p[atter on 
wliicli is a smootfi mound of 
moist aeep rea soU. Sfie 
instructs tfiat I ''Looi(Into 
tfie J'ace of tfie Motfier. 
I awakened with the memories 

of my hypnogogic experience and 
the dream with tears flowing. I had 
to experience and express the deep 
emotions aroused by these two 
obviously related experiences, even 
after joining the group who had 
assembled for breakfast. 

For twenty years, I have been 
deeply respectful of Native Amer
ican people and their traditions. I 
am extremely fortunate in having 
intimate friends among the People 
of many tribes over these years. 
Their common reverence for the 
Earth, for Nature as a central aspect 
of their culture has always appeal
ed to and instructed me. During the 
early days of my exposure to their 
{collective} Earth perspectives, I 
was living in California and had an 
unexpected opportunity to visit the 
Southwest. This came in the form of 
a call from an acquaintance who 
owned a car rental business: he 
needed a round-trip driver. Not 
only could my family and I visit, we 
would be reimbursed! Another offer 
I couldn't refuse. Immediately up
on receiving that invitation (in the 
summer of 1972) I knew I must 
spend the night at one particular 
spot called Delicate Arch, alone. On 
a completely intuitive impulse 
which surprises (even) me to this 
day, I made a simple, but lovely, 
white gown for that occasion. I 
determined to unite in ceremony 
with the Earth while there - my first 
night alone.- with Nature. 

Jn 1989, a Native friend spoke 
before an all white group at a Unity 
Church service. She began her talk 
by saying: "We have wondered for 
all these years what we have done to 
deserve the treatment we've recei
ved from your people ..... ," and pro
ceeded to deliver her message. She 
concluded her talk by saying " .. . we 
finally understand why we were 
forced to learn your language, your 
cultural values, your ways. This has 
happened so we would be prepar
ed to teach you ...... when you are 
ready to learn." This has got to be 
one of the most forgiving state
ments of the past five centuries: 
pure, sincere forgiveness and 
compassion. 

The morning after my dream, 
we packed up and hiked into 
another canyon where we would 
stay the remaining days. What did 
my dream woman mean by the 
"Face of the Mother?" This was a 
predominant question in my mind 
along the trail. In a dream state 
several years ago, I received the 
message "You are a geomancer." 1 

Surely, this innate gift will help me 
identify her face, I thought. Other 
questions occurred: had the chaos 
of the past decades caused me to 
neglect my intimate relationship 
with her?; had I neglected to pay 
proper respect for the priceless, 
mystical and numerous teachings 
that have come directly from her 
over these years?; had I become 
remiss in the sanctity of the vows I 
made to honor and cherish her? 

The dream stimulated a sharp 
sensitivity to the messages on the 
rock walls, the subtleties of the 
voices in the stream gliding over 
multi-colored rocks, the tracks of 
the creatures ... to the silence of the 
canyon. Despite peer pressure to be 

(Continued on page 26) 



Lifith Spea~: 
rrFie 'Dar~ rjotltless Comes in 'Dreams 

Jl. ferna!e tiger. 
Stie is nwgnificent, powerfu[. 

. 'We treat tier witli respect, awe, 
careju[[y so as not to arouse tier 
anger. Stie can liurt, 6ut we are 

a[[owu£ to strok! tier. 
Someliow stie is surroutufea 6y a 

routuf endosure, trappe£ Jl. num6er 
of mafe cats come in atuf rape tier. Stie 

is coverec£ in 6[ooa after ttie seconi. 
Jl.fter tliat, stie is [eft encagec£, tier 

tieart aestroyei. Jl.nyone wlio 
approaclies tier is stoppu£ 6y a 

terri6[e, liateju[, warning snar[ 
Stie is aangerous, ferocious, 

aestructive, aefensive. 

. 'ftl.y such a royal 
upbringing to be led to this 
fate? 

Thus Lilith entered my 
dreams four years ago. I 
recognized her from a recent 
reading of the occult fiction 
n9vel, LILITH, by George 
Mac Donald in which she 
takes the form of a large cat. 
MacDonald follows the best
known myth of Lilith from 
Hebrew tradition that iden
tifies her as the first wife of 
Adam. He portrays her as 
~illfully claiming the sole 
power of creation over the 
Lord, based on her ability to 
give birth. She wanted Adam 
to worship and obey her and 
when he would not, she 
deserted him and took up 
with the Shadow, who made 

by M. Kelley Hunter 

her Queen of Hell. At night, she turns 
into a leopardess, who hunts for 
babies to suck their blood for her life. 
The spots on the leopardess' s body 
are the darkness and shadows that 
stream out from her eyes. Another 
version has it that Adam wanted 
Lilith to be submissive to him, but 
she would not be put beneath him 
and left him instead. He was then 
given Eve for his wife. In any case, 
Lilith went into exile. Out of her 
jealousy and I or rage, she would 
come and take babies. Amulets were 
worn by women and babies in the 
Middle East to ward her off. 

Jlrt 6y %ice 'Rjgan 

£lith is one of the dark god
desses, like Persephone, Hecate, or 
Kali, other Queens of "Hell" or the 
Underworld. If we follow their trail 
back in time, down to the roots to 
find the source of their darkness, of 
the fear and negative side they typi
cally represent in mythologies, we 
often discover, not only a major shift 
in the collective human image of the 
feminine, but also some deep under
current, some hidden essence that 
needs to be acknowledged and 
healed in our personal lives. 

Lilith began to speak as I wrote: 
I'm so ugly. They hate me. Thetj cut 

me out of their lives because I am 
so whole, because I will not 
take a back seat, second place. I 
believe in wholeness and 
sharing. I undercut you when 
you're not being whole, when 
you cut yourself off. I give--on 
my terms, elemental, the one 
woman before man. Am I the 
Creator--or the first emerged 
feminine? There is no 
difference. I am of that original 
Heaven. I would not leave it. 

In The Book of Lilith 
Barbara Koltuv shares her 
research. One story she 
relates from the Hebrew 
mystic tradition caught my 
attention: God made two 
great lights, the Sun and the 
Moon, shining with equal 
brightness. They were not 
at ease shining both togeth
er in the same sky. So God 
said to the Moon, "Go and 
diminish thyself." 
The Moon felt humiliated 
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and asked, "Why should I be as one 
that veileth herself?" God replied, 
"Go thy way forth in the footsteps of 
the flock," (i.e., following the shep
h~rd). Since that time, the Moon has 
had no light of her own, but reflects 
the light of the Sun. This represents a 
change in the status of woman, repre
S\'!nted in Western cultures by the 
moon. She now reflects the light of 
th~ sun, of man, as the consciousness 
of Eve comes from the rib of man's 
body. It is further told that from the 
d~meaned Moon's resentment at the 
loss of her freedom of choice, Lilith is 
bQrn-a woman down to the waist 
and flaming fire or a serp~nt below. 
In this form, she is sometimes pic
hired offering Eve the apple in the 
garden of Eden. 

A theory in astrology postulates 
a Dark Moon which we cannot see, 
since it does not reflect the light of 
the Sun. This moon occupies the 
second epicenter in the elliptical orbit 
of the known Moon around the Earth 
find is a deep~r, darker, more ancient 
moon. Whereas the reflective Moon 
repnrsents personal subjective feel
ings, the Dark Moon represents a 
primal, impersonal, creative instinct 
which seeks identification above the 
material or emotional. 
This Dark Moon is named Lilith. Her 
energy is said to lure us to whatever 
our-selfish dream is in order to purge 
negatiye desire and lead us to the 
deeper truth within our hearts. 

Jlnother figure in Hebrew 
mythology is the Shekinah, God's 
Beloved, known as Sophia in Gnostic 
Christianity. She is the Wisdom as a 
feminine aspect of divinity. Later 
Christians came to call her the Holy 
Ghost. Lilith is the "lower" Shekinah, 
like the root of the tree seeking sus
tenance in the soil while Sophia is the 
sky-reaching branches and the fruits. 
As the J udeo-Christian religion ele
vated the masculine aspect of divin
ity, th~y de-spiritualized material, 
sensual reality. The "lower" 
Sheldnah became unclean, unholy. 
The Hebrews came into the Sumerian 
and Babylonian lands, where the 
Venusian goddesses Inanna and 
Astarte were celebrated as the em-
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bodiment of love in a sacred mar
riage ritual between her priestesses 
and the kings. In these cultures and 
as well as in the Celtic culture, it was 
the goddess who gave the king his 
power through her love and favors. 
The religious transition to masculine 
gods made these love rites blasphe
mous. However, the sacred marriage 
comes down to us even in the Bible, 
as The Song of Solomon. 

In Sumerian mythology, the 
oldest known literature, Lilith was 
the handmaid to Inanna, the one who 
brought the men in from the fields 
for the sacred rites. In another story, 
Lilith lives in the tree that Inanna has 
planted in her garden, the first gar
den of Eden. Lilith, with a snake and 
a large wild bird, try to prevent 
Inanna from cutting down the tree 
for her throne and bed. Representing 
the untamed, instinctive forces of 
nature they have knowledge to give 
Innana, who is not yet ready to 
accept it. She calls in her brother, 
Gilgamesh, to get rid of the creatures 
and cut down the tree for her. 

This interpretation was devel
oped by Dragon Dance Theater last 
spring into a creation play called 
THE HULUPPU lREE. I played 
Lilith,. creating a character to give 
voice to my dream, to explore her 
issue of the female vital life force 
betrayed, suppressed .... now to be 
acknowledged and redeemed. 

Lilith enters: 
"You wonder: who am I coming at 

you like your shadbw? 
I am black but comely, 
0 Daughters of Earth. 

Joy is my sister, sister I to Death. 
"I am the first and the last. I am the 
honoured one and the scorned one. 
I am the whore, and the holy one. 

I am the s~ubstance and the one 
who has no substance. 

"I sleep on the earth and I dance 
in the trees. 

I lie on the sands and I fly 
on the breeze. · 

I walk in the sun and I drink 
with the bees. 

I sing with the rocks and 
I do as I please." 

To Inanna: 
"You have summoned me 

with your desires, sweet Inanna. 
There are things you need to know 
about Love and Creation. What can I 
know about Love, you ask? I seduce, 
I destroy, I have no heart? Those are 
lies. Lies they tell about me now. u,s 
they might tell about you later. I live 
in the Tree of Life, with the serpent in 
the roots and the Thunderbird in its 
branches. Why are you afraid of me, 
afraid of the tree? What is inside of 
you is what is outside of you. What 
you see outside is what is inside of 
you. If you bring forth what is within 
you, what you bring forth will save 
you.If you do not bring forth what is 
within you, what you do not bring 
forth will destroy you. It is visible 
and it is your garment." 
"How beautiful are thy feet in shoes, 

0 Daughter of the Moon!" ' 
I am wild like the wind. Yes! 

Thy navel is like a round goblet 
filled with wine. 

Thy belly is like a heap of wheat 
set about with lilies. 

I sleep in the desert, I live in trees, 
I kiss serpents. Yes! 

Thy two breasts are like two young 
deer that are twins. 

Thy neck is as a tower of ivory. 
Thine eyes are like the fishpools 

by the white harbour. 
My passions are boundless, 

untamed. Yes! 
My passions are the same as yours. 

Feel your passion. Let it fill you. 
Let it fill you with your power!'~ 

To Gilgamesh: 
"And you, Man, Hero, still two

thirds god! Do you remember me? 
Do you remember what we once 
were to each other? Do you remem
ber the love that we shared? I long 
for a mate, thirsty like water. Come 
to me, I need your seed or I wither 
and die, no fruit in my branches. I 
want all of you. I draw you in to meet 
me, all-surrendered, all-potent, all. 
consumed to the altar of fire. Why flo 
you resist me? Is it because I am 
stronger than you in the darkness qf 
the night? You say I am an illusion, a 
dream. Poor fool, I am no dream. I 
offer you rapture and peace for your 



sterile pride. You deny and question, but mine eyes gleam on thee, lit with an 
alien light. My lips proclaim mysteries. My arms hold all that gods desire and 
fools reject. Behold me!" 

"Yes, I am tempting you. I am temptation. Glory in the temptation of 
knowledge, 
0 Gilgamesh, I am your salvation. You must give yourself to me, give your 
sins to me. I will take you beyond sin. I am the door to the garden. BUT--I will 
not submit to you and be put beneath you like a serving maid. He conquers 
me who dares to pay my price. I ask too much, you say? Yet I give all. Why do 
you reject my love? Watch out, man, I warn you. When I leave, you will fall 
asleep, And your rib will be taken out for your mate. You banish me, but you 
will be cast out from the garden And struggle to be reborn. I will return to 
remind you of what you really want. How you feel broken with a mate who is 
part of you, like a crutch." 

Her prophesy: "And you, Woman, watch out for the Hero. One day he 
may turn against you and call you whore. But until that day, I will bring the 
men from the fields to the temple for the holy rites of love. Until that day-
when the fertile crescent is burning with the raging fires of war and the Earth 
is dying from the poisons of the weapons. 

I go now, but you will hear my voice--in the wailing of women 
mourning their dead children--in the howling winds and the hurricanes, 
in the earthquakes and the volcanoes! AAhhhh .... " 

Working with this material for eight months was a profound exper
ience, which underscored other aspects of my life and relationships. Lilith 
lured me into deeper aspects of my unknown self. The creative work pro
vided a channel through which to process an inner and outer transform
ation toward recognizing some darker emotions, acting from my personal 
center, expressing more fully my sexuality, and clarifying appropriate 
levels of intimacy in relationships. She challenges both women and men to 
connect with their instinctive passion for life for this natural force denied, 
unfulfilled, caged or exiled, turns destructive. 

In mid-November, Lilith came in another dream in her serpent form. 
She continues to lead me deeper into the knowledge of the underworld. I 
share this very new dream to honor the healing power re-emerging from 

the depths of Earth herself for our shared awakening. 
I am wa[!Q,ng ciown a narrow patfi 6etween app[e trees. 

.9l [arge poisonous snaf(g, crosses my patfi. I retreat. It aisappears anc£ 
waff(on. I pass into a stone cfiam6er. On tfie cioorway tfiere is a smaffer 

snaf(g, of tfie same Kina cur[ec£ in a spira[ on tfie cioor frame. In tfie cfiam6er 
tfiere are many sna{(g,s--on tfie ffoor, on a ta6[e, on a cfiair. 

I am afrait£. 
(I start to waf(g, up anc£ go in to [ucic£ cireaming). I open my tfiroat anc£ 

[et my voice sounc£ strong[y in various tones. I [igfit a torcfi. 
I fee[ more comforta6[e witfi tfie snaf(g,s, tfiougfit sti[[ afrait£. I consicier 

[etting a 6oa dim6 up my arm. 'JIIli{[ it strangfe me? 
A new scene. I fiave requesteci a aa6 of snaf(g, venom to 6e put on 
my wrist pufse. I wi[[ aie in 12 fiours or 12 aays. I continue on witfi my 

[ije.I go on a journey witfi a frienc£ anc£ visit my cfiuafiooc£ neigfi6orfiooc£. I 
ciecicie I ao not want to aie . .9l smaf[ yef{ow anc£ 6[acf(snaf(g, is on a taMe. 
It sfiows me a pattern, [i f(g, an infini ty sign. 

If I move arounc£ in tfiis pattern, 
I wi[[ five. I cio. 

%.e snaf(g, unfo[cis tfie center of fier 6ociy. 

And this dream w ill continue to unfold its meaning ..... ffJ 

Jlaaress corresponaence to: '1?$...#2, '13(};(928, !Montpefier, 'V'T05602 
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tJJream !R&fiearsal: 
Practicing tlie .9Lrt of a ~w Perspective 

A Personal Journey of Healing Beyond Childhood Sexual Abuse 

L's difficult to say when the 
dreams of N began. Since I could not 
bear to own the memory of his 
sexually abusive behavior towards 
me, I literally banished them from my 
dream journals and, as quickly as 
possible, from my memory as well. 

N was an older relative (by 
twenty-five years) and stood over six 
feet tall - quite an imposing figure 
from my child's perspective. His 
domineering appearance was even 
further accentuated by the fact that 
he wore the powerfully symbolic 
collar of a Roman Catholic priest. This 
made his role within the family so 
highly regarded that it placed his 
conduct beyond all suspicion. His 
presumed absolute authority, com
bined with mixed messages through
out parochial school, served to greatly 
confuse my young spirit. I pondered 
the concept of a just and benevolent 
God until the summer of my eleventh 
year when my father died quite 
unexpectedly. Then, gazing out 
through disenchanted eyes, I watched 
as N performed an elaborate funeral 
service and smiled down at me across 
the devastating reality of my father's 
coffin. I came to my own conclusions 
regarding the existence of a fair and 
loving deity. 

It was in the Winterof'85 (twenty
three years later) that I first began to 
notice a startling and perplexing 
change in the way I dreamed about 
N. At first, after all these years, I 
could not comprehend why my 
dreams were suddenly presenting a 
new scenario - one in which I no 
longer cowered in terror but, with 
remarkable calmness approached N 
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directly with the one, essential 
question that held so many highly 
charged emotions at bay. In these 
newly recurring dream vignettes, 
devoid of any extraneous visual 
distractions, we simply met one on 
one, face to face. I would look him in 
the eye and ask: "Why did you do it?" 
The scene would always end in freeze
frame style, the stillness underscoring 
the already quiet intensity of the 
moment. With the unanswered 
question floating, almost tangibly 
between us, I would suddenly wake, 
shaken to the core. I was as much in 
shock at my new found assertiveness 
as I was at my complete and disarming 
lack of anger and outrage which I 
believed any encounter with N would 
surely demand. Where was my 
justifiable fury? Why wasn't I lashing 
out in revengeful attack? How dare I 
allow myself such an incredibly non
aggressive interaction with this 
despicable person? I felt utterly 
betrayed by my dreaming self, my 
most trusted inner guide! 

Of course these dreams were also 
excluded from my journals. How 
could I possibly acknowledge them 
without admitting the painful fear 
and guilt I still felt after all the years? 
But try as I might to ignore the issue, 
these new dreams haunted me deeply. 
I was absolutely infuriated, frightened 
anew and completely, utterly baffled. 

Looking back I can see how the 
synchronicity of certain events during 
this particular time in waking reality 
may have prompted this new surge 
of N related dreams. It so happened I 
was out of the country when a dear 
uncle passed away and I narrowly 

missed what would have been an 
inevitable encounter with N. I further 
realized with growing anxiety that as 
my older relatives began to reach a 
natural age of dying, there was an 
ever-increasing probability our paths 
would cross. Over the years I had 
already managed to avoid some of 
these potential situations (distant 
funerals and certain family gather
ings) without causing any question
able attention. But how could I explain 
my absence at a funeral if someone 
very dear to me passed away? I felt 
myself being backed into a corner. It 
was painfully clear that I must begin 
to consider my options should such 
an occasion arise. The first two ideas 
that came to mind were very discour
aging. On one hand, I could easily 
envision myself "losing it completely" 
in what would, no doubt, be a very 
embarrassingly inappropriate situ
ation. On the other hand, I could 
simply pretend that nothing had ever 
happened. Behind this less conspic
uous alternative lurked the fearful 
suspicion that I might conceivably 
not survive (mentally I spiritually I 
emotionally) such a renewed denial 
of my personal reality. With great 
trepidation, I settled on a third 
alternative and began seeking guid
ance from a professional therapist. 
After returning home from my initial 
appointment, I stood gazing in the 
mirror while brushing my hair and 
had the distinct feeling that my 
mother would call. In the next 
moment, the phone rang and my 
mother sadly informed me that my 
godmother I aunt had just passed 
away. Although I chose to not attend 



my aunt's funeral, I knew this was to 
be the last time I wou ld have to deal 
with this type of dilemma. 

Throughout my time in therapy, 
my dreams reflected both turmoil and 
progress with dramatic intensity. 
Powerful animals appeared as sym
bols of strength from which I drew . 
tremendous energy, patience and 
persistence. The following dreams are 
excerpts from my journal along with 
some basic interpretations. 

~ing tfrt Wi/i[ Jforse of my 'Ettwtimrs 
I mount a {arge, wfiite, powerju{ 

fiorse 'lllitfi no saddle, 6rid{e or reins 
atuf fc.now tfiat I must remain {c§enfy 
afert in oraer to guiie our travers 
atuf maintain my 6afance. I must 
use a{ternative metfiocfs of com
munication (i.e. te{epatfiy atuf 
strengtfi of wi{(} to contra{ tfiis 
anima{. 

I acf(now{eage its a6ifity to carry 
me away. 

• This dream helped prepare me 
for what I sensed was going to be a 
"dangerous opportunity". Unsure of 
what I would uncover through 
therapy, I was understandably 
anxious about maintaining my 
emotional balance, and realized I 
would need to rely strongly on my 
inner abilities - intuition, will power, 
personal integrity - to keep from 
being carried away. 

tifie tJJemon Cat(liofic) 
It is a aemon of a cat, smaf{ 6ut 

vicious, 6{acf<v. spitting atuf liissing 
at me in a most fou{ manner. I cfiase 
it out of my fiouse tfirougfi tfie front 
aoor atuf stamp my foot to scare it 
aown tfie waf((way. It turns atuf 
g{ares atme,sti{{ liissing atuf frotfiuy 
spitting. It is vife! I return to tfie 
fiouse atuf dose tfie aoor tfien 6egin 
to wotufer if it is tru{y gone. Wfien 
I cracfc.open tfie aoor to peef<v. I am 
start{ea to fitu£ it is on tfie aoorstep. 
5t5 it springs towardS me, I fean 
witfi fu{{ force against tfie aoor atuf 
succeea in catcfiing its fiead atuf 
forepaws in tfie opening . .9lngrny 
fiissing atuf swiping at me witfi its 

sfiarp daws, I perceive it as tfie 
epitome of a{{ 'E vif. It is surprising{y 
strong atuf aetermined. I ca{{ out to 
1(for fie{p atuf fie comes immeaiate{y 
to my assistance. rrfun suaaen{y, 
aftfiougfi tJ(_ fias aisappearec£ I 
rea{izei amnotafraiioftliisfiorric£ 
fittfe creature, Just compfete{y 
aisgustea6yit. Cafm{y I reacfiaown, 
gra6 its furry, frotfiing fittfe fiead 
atuf twist it off. 

• This was a very powerful and 
encouraging dream for me. Through 
the scenario, I came to realize that 
simply banishing the demon from 
my "house" would be an incomplete 
act if I still had fear of it, as it would no 
doubt return. Help was available for 
the asking, but true peace would come 
only through my gaining a clear 
perspective and taking personal 
control of the situation. 

'Twer Power 
.9l tiger, fiuge atuf powerfu[, moves 

s{ow{y towardS me witfi concen
trate£ aetermination. I am not 
afraid. It is majestic atuf awesome 
in its approacfi. I cafm{y c{ose tfie 
aoor wfiicfi now separates us atuf 
sit aown on tfie f{oor witfi my 6acfc. 
against it. %rougfi tfie wooa I can 
fee{ tfie tiger's even 6reatfiing, its 
insistence, its wif{ingness to wait. 
We remain for tfie auration, sifent{y 
sensing eacfi otfiers spirits. 

• On one level there are some 
obvious similarities to the previous 
dream. The cat is back, larger and 
more powerful, but this time I am not 
afraid. I have the power to close the 
door which will allow me a safe place 
(like my therapy sessions) to work 
out my feeling and strategy. On 
another level, however, I found 
myselfidentifying with the tiger. This 
led me to suspect that I had "closed 
the door" on a great and powerful 
inner spiritual force which was 
absolutely determined to out wait its 
opposition. During this time in 
therapy, I had been expressing a lot of 
pent-up anger and rage at the injustice 
of what had happened, and was, as 
yet, unwilling to connect with my 

higher, spiritual self. The tiger was a 
suitable symbol, as I perceive them to 
be strong, willful and capable beings 
that are patiently true to their nature. 

.9l !M.an. iJ'ries to Sua! my Pie 
%y motfier atuf I arrive at an 

outaoorrestaurant foduncfi. I seat 
myself at a taMe wfiue sfie fie adS off 
to tfie restroom. Wfien I see fier 
returning, I wave to get fier 
attention as sfie aoes not fc.now tfie 
taMe I fiave cfiosen. Sfie scans tfie 
p{ace witfi fier eyes, atuf at first I 
tfiin(c.sfie aoesn 't see me. 'Wfien sfie 
findS me, sfie ma{c§s a jok§ a6out 
fiow sfie fiac{n 't seen anyone efse in 
tfie p{ace wfio {oo{cfa {i{cf me, so sfie 
fc.new I must 6e fier aaugfiter. %is 
soundS a 6it oaa to me, 6ut I (c.now 
tfiat sfie is trying to 6e funny in a 
gent{e, teasing way. '}.{gw we are 
6otli sea tea at tfie taMe atuf wfiife 
we are {ookjng off in tfie same 
airection togetfier, a man at tfie 
taMe 6esiie us reaclies over atuf 
tries to stea{ tfie piece of pie in front 
of me. I catcfi fiim in tfie attempt 
atufcryoutinacfii{c{'svoice, '!Mom! 
:J-{e 'ssteafingmypie! "Sfieissfiock§c£ 
6ut aoesn 't fc.now wfiat to ao atuf 
remains motionfess. I {ean over atuf 
gra6 tfie pie 6ac(c.myself. 

• A fairly clear dream message 
- complete with obvious pun. In this 
scenario, realizing that my mother is 
not going to rescue me from this 
predicament, I take the initiative to 
recapture what is rightfully mine. 

One day, after a few months of 
intensive work, my therapist gently 
suggested the idea of holding a joint 
session with N. Once the shock of the 
idea wore off, I began to see that this 
approach held the greatest oppor
tunity for me to reclaim my personal 
power. I wrote a very long letter toN, 
and not willing to take any risks, 
posted a copy to his superior as well. 
Shortly thereafter, a meeting was 
arranged. 

When th at phenomenal day 
arrived, I was confidently prepared 
to express my feelings with integrity 
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and was able to state my demands 
clearly. ! felt it was imperative that N 
understand the full repercussions of 
his actions and articulated the many 
ways in which my life and personal 
philosophy had been affected. The 
most striking moment, however, 
came when I paused to look him 
straight in the eye. And as an incre
dibly eerie sense of deja vu swept 
through me, I asked him the haunting 
question: "Why did you do it?" His 
answer astounded me. He said he 
had felt a need for power. By the time 
the session ended, much insight had 
been gained and I finally understood 
how those novel dreams had actually 
prepared me for this ultimate confron
tation. 

Reflecting on them anew, it felt 
as if on some level, N and I had 
appeared on the same stage and 
chosen a manner of interaction that 
would offer an incredible lesson in 
the power of creating personal 
realities. It is this perspective which I 
feel allows me the advantage of 
deClining the labels of "victim" or 
"survivor" . To me, these titles appear 
self-defining, self-limiting and lack a 
certain sense of responsibility as far 
as decision-making is considered. Lest 
my philosophy be misinterpreted, I 
might add that although I claim 
responsibility for choices made as a 
naive child, I can embrace that inner 
child with a gentle heart and feel no 
guilt for the options I perceived as 
most reasonable at the time. 

After my time in therapy, other 
dreams continued to reflect the 
healing, as shown in the excerpts below. 

!Matino my ti1ierapy t£qerience to?{. 
Wfiife waf/(jng aown a street 

witfi a man wfio is a psycfio
tfierapist, I te[[ fiim a6out my time 
in tfierapy. Wfienweentermyfiouse, 
fie me tamorpfiosesinto 9{'siienticaf 
6rotfier (wfiicfi fie aoes not fiave in 
waKing reafity), tfien 6ecomes 9{ 
fiimself. I fee[ as if I'm cafmfy 
re[ating tfie entire ezyerience to fiim 
from a new, fair[y o6jective 
perspective. 
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• Through therapy I have 
gained a new perspective - one 
that gives me a sense of distance 
regarding our relationship and pre
vious interactions. 

Ux1kintJ for?{. 
I am waf/(jng aown a j{igfit of 

stairs tfiat [eads to tfie aay[igfit 
outsiie. I am[oo/(jngfor'l{, rrli.ereis 
a vague feefing witfiin- -a neea for 
comp[ete ana jinaf reso[ution. 

• I am leaving the surface, going 
down into my feelings. This stairway 
leads to an open area as opposed to a 
place that is dark and closed. Since 
our meeting at the joint session was 
so highly charged emotionally, I 
believe this dream is telling me that 
there is some desire to neutralize the 
connection between us. 

Conutwnitating em a ~w .uw£ witn. ?£ 
Jlt tfie oM cfiurcfi of my cfiiMfiooa 

aays, I stana on a raisea cement 
area 6y tfie fence tfiat surroundS tfie 
parKing [ot. I see!/l[pnawee?(f-fiange 
a fewjriena[y remark:J.Stanaing at 
tfiis [eve~ I am actuaf[y taf[er tfian 
fie is. rr!i.ere is no an~ty or anger, 
no uncomforta6[e feefings in tfiis 
situation. ~marf;g6[e! 

• I'm on solid ground in this 
dream with a new perspective. I woke 
feeling wonderfully amazed at the 
manner in which we conversed. 

Otu. atul a !Half 'Tum Pirouette 
.9l priest lias come to tfie ca6in

[i(q_ apartment of a friena I am 
staying witfi. Sfie is not fiome at tfie 
moment ana I fet fiim in. We wafl( 
into a coup[e of 6earooms [oo/(jng 
for some aocument tfiat fie cfaims to 
nee£ 9vfyguarais ups[igfit[y, aware 
tfiat fie is a man ana tfiat we are 
entering 6earooms witfi no one efse 
aroun£ I'm not actuaf[y worried, 
fiowever, as I fee[ tfiat I am in 
contra[ of tfie situation. On our 

way out, we wafl( tfirougli an 
outaoor /(jtclien area wfiicfi is r1ery 
aensewitfi tropicaffofiage. rr!ie ffoor 
is aamp from a recent rain. I warn 
tfie priest to ·watcli liis step as I see 
fiim p[ace fiis foot neK_t to an 
emerging, tliic/(Jree rootwfiicficouU 
cause fiim to stum6[e. We enter a 
dearing ana I comment tfiat I [i{q. 
tfiis outaoor /(jtcfien quite a [ot. In 
fact, I am so fiappy tfiat I 6egin to 
aance 6eneatfi tfie [u:(JJ.rious, ju[{ 
trees, at one point peiforming a 
graceju[ (ana s[ower tlian possi6fe) 
one ana a half tum pirouette. 

• Since I am in control, there is 
nothing to fear from this man, even 
when we enter the bedroom which 
symbolizes a place of former vulner
ability. I even watch out for this 
person's safety lest he become 
entangled and pulled down by 
(family?) roots (I had subsequently 
learned that N had also been abused 
as a child). We end up in the open 
kitchen, a place symbolic of nour
ishment. I feel this dream is evidence 
of great emotional progress. The idea 
of a slow pirouette evokes a feeling of 
a methodical, contemplative, coming 
full circle then going beyond to end 
facing in a new direction. 

In sharing this very personal 
journey with others, my greatest 
hope is to offer encouragement to 
those who may feel at times that their 
dreams do not truly belong to them, 
that their dreaming selves may seek 
to betray them, that there is nothing 
to be gained from the mysterious and 
marvelous manner in which they may 
reveal to us our higher inner spirits. 
Surely one of the most precious gifts 
our dream lives offer is the unparal
leled opportunity to hold and explore, 
iffor but a moment, a new perspective 
which may ultimately lead us to 
envision change, to embrace an 
understanding beyond what our 
basically restricted waking person
alities would ever consider. We may 
indeed find ourselves venturing into 
a waking reality of exquisite freedom 
-- beyond our wildest dreams. p 

(Editor's note: This article is printed anonymously at the request 
of the author. Questions or comments may be directed to the DNJ) 



?ft.ree Women on 'Dream Isfatuf 
Kali, Intuition & I 

by Ingrid Luke 

Several years ago I incubated the 
dream question, "What is the purpose of 
dreams and dreamwork in my life?" The 
dream's reply was more complex and 
far-reaching than I expected. 

I am in one of tliree [ije6oats containing men 
ana women. Our captain won't [ana untif we 

fina tlie "rig/it" p[ace. :fo[[owing our [ooK_ruts' 
el(f-itea gaze, we see it tool Centerea among 

aozens of is[amfs, one is[ana is raaiating 6ri[[iant 
streams of [igfit energy. In tlie ocean we notice a 
rea 6ricf(patli, 6oraerea in ye[[ow, just 6eneatli 

tlie water. It windS to our is[arnf. 
It seems vita{ to wa[f(tlie patli, using 6oats 

onfy wlien tlie water gets too aeep. 
'IIie otliers re[uctant[y agree to tliis aefay. 

On tlie is[ani, we fo[[ow a sliort patli airect[y 

to an e?(quisite goM ana wliite pagoaa. 5l native 
guUe joins us. Cfim6ing a spiraf staircase insUe 

tlie pagoaa, we come to a sliort [anaing uti.tli more 
stairs 6eyon£ I freeze in terror! Our patli is 

6[oc/(g,a 6y tlie petrifid remains of tliree women. 
Casuaf[y, tlie guUe e;rp[ains tliat tlie aeaa are 

often co[[ectea liere. 'l(?vo[tei, I turn ana [eave, 
covering my inner turmoi[ witli sma[[ taff(, Later, 

wa[kj.ng aown tlie fii[G I notice our guUe lias 
6ecome a po[ice captain. 5ls lie offers to sliow us 
arouna tlie is[ani, I e;rpress surprise tliat tliis 

is[ana even warrants a po[ice force. 

The unanimous agreement of dreamwork being 
"right" was satisfying. My need to travel on foot (via 

my own understanding) is a familiar dream element. 

Other dreams have found this acceptable though not 

necessary; a minor inconvenience that I could/would 

relinquish when my ego was ready. 
Upon reaching this "land of dreams," I was surprised 

that my path led directly to a pagoda -to me, a beauti
ful, exotic relationship to the sacred - and horrified that 
such repulsive feminine aspects could belong to me. 
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One Woman's Journey 
A Three Year Dream-Inspired journey-Map 

by Maysel Brooks 

L July of 1987 I had a special dream. 
I was sitting on tfie eage of a swimming poo[, 

gazing into an empty sk.y. 'Iliere was a sma[[ sp[asfi on 
my [eft. I [ookf_a ao-um into tlie water, scoopea my 
Iiana in tlie poo[ ana came up Ulitli a 6eige -co[orea 

frog. 'We [ookf_a at eacli otlier ana I saU "Its a gooa 
tliing I was liere. You wouM liave arownea! II 

I sat liim 6esiie me on my [eft ana continuea 
to gaze off into tlie sk.y. 

so many worldly optmons - all of which sounded 
important- but had little to do with what was happening 
with Frog. As they continued, she eventually realized 
that Frog was talking less, she was writing less and her 
drawings were beginning to change. She was no longer 
drawing places from her familiar world but was entering 
places and meeting people of strange and distant lands. 

Like the time she came upon a beautiful woman and 
her handsome mate who seemed to be playing some king 
of game. He would peel off a small piece from a huge ball 
of energy and pass it to her. She in turn would shape it a 

bit and toss it through the air 
It took me a week to get the r;;:::::;;;~~==~::::::;====~~:::::;:;:::::::==:;;;iiiiiiiiirWI into a huge fire. The young girl 

message: It was time to dive in called it "moonballing." It was 
and take a journey!. The guide some time before she understood 
was there; what more did I it was not a game; they were { 
need .... except a large roll of 24 sorting and rearranging things ~ 
inch poster paper? I had decided in a way that would have a deep, ~ 
to do a journey map as a way of personal effect on her sometime "<:! 
working with the dream; little later. ~ 
did I know that what began as Then there was the time the ~ 
an activity to understand one young girl met the lady in the ~ 
dream would gradually trans- blue robe who was trying to R 
form into an inner journey of convince a small, frightened ~ 
incredible depth, experience and child to leave a room in which ~ 
understanding. she had been living for a long 

The journey began with time. The Lady in Blue (as she 
Frog and a young girl. He was to came to be known) had to be 
be the guide, she was to fo llow patient and help the child 
while drawing the places they understand the experiences and 
visiting and writing everything people that caused her to choose 
he told her. She agreed and they to live in that room. 
were off! For many days they Experiences such as these 
went to the usual places one and many more were difficult 
finds in a journey of this sort: a for the young girl. At times she 
mountain top, a forest, across a t.=====~~":::::::~~=================::::..l wanted to forget about the 
river, through a huge iron gate, into caves and so on. At journey and return to her brightly lit world, but she 
each place they would sit for hours while Frog told the intuitivelyknewshewasbeingmovedalongbysomething 
young girl many things about herself and life in general. that had its own pace and intelligence, that was insisting 
She, however, was more interested in Frog and where on telling its own story, and she had better cooperate and 
they were going than in what he said. In fact, whenever let it happen .... whatever it was. The journey was not only 
she looked closely at what she had written, it seemed like happening on paper and in dreams at night, but was 
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moving inward according to its own irreversible patterns 
in the psyche during the day. 

There came a time when Frog had to leave the young 
girl but promised to meet her so mew here down the road. 
Trusting him as usual, she continued on alone to various 
places in this strange land. Eventually, she came to a 
Greek-like temple and for a few minutes sat beside it 
doing nothing. Then she felt, deep inside her, a tremendous 
shift.. .. as if two big portions of energy had changed 
places. She knew it was time to draw again. As the newly
arranged energy was released onto paper, it gave its own 
symbolic shape and meaning of the union of the 
masculine I feminine energies. When she finished, the 
young girl knew she had not only found a new meaning 
of body but she had also been a member of a wonderful 
wedding. What she didn't know was that there would be 
more weddings and experiences. 

About this time I had another dream: 

I was in an apartment witli an oMer 
'l/.Joman wlio was comforting me, 
trying to firu£ out wliat upset me so. 

5tfter mucli effort, I slioutec£ wliife pointing to a 
[ittfe grey cfouc£ liovering just over my lieac[, 

'"'lia.t s my soul! It wants to come in aruf rest!" 

5tru£ it au. 

'lhe above journey, which lasted about three years, 
was neither a beginning nor an end. I have been doing 
inner work since 1971. It was, however, significant in 
that it resulted in a deep wholeness--the first I had ever 
experienced at that depth. It also resulted in an inner 
reversal which put an overly aggressive masculine in his 
rightful place: behind the young girl whom he would 
eventually learn to support as she explored her true 
nature as a female. This is something she had never done 
before. Living in a locked room doesn't give a child much 
chance to experience and grow! They both had much to 
learn about their new relationship and about life in 
general. 

...... the laws of the inner world 

are more exacting and demanding 

than those which any society 

has ever put forth." 

The journey map continued until the winter of '89-
'90. When looked at in full view, it tells a wonderful story 
of an inner house that is finally put in order, where life is 
experienced on different levels with at least some 

understanding of what belongs where. In this house, 
different people come and go for different reasons. Places 
of "other worldliness" are visited. Infants are born and 
nurtured and while some mature and find a way to 
enhance life in the "real" world, others live in a place so 
deep they exist only by way of symbols. Some of the 
"darker people" are difficult to accept and get to know 
but they're the ones who often house the most precious 
gems of all. 

The young girl never saw Frog again. He did not turn 
into a prince, waiting for her at the end of the journey 
ready to carry her off to some wonderful land where they 
would live happily ever after. She did, however, find 
something in herself.. .. something permanent and valuable 
to her as a woman. 

Could this be the real prince? fJ 

(Author's afterword) This article is a simplified rendition of 
years of difficult, time consuming and painful work that 
was even dangerous at times. It's true that any kind of 
dreamwork will reap some kind of reward but it's also true 
that certain levels of inner work should not be approached 
unless one is willing and able to commit fully, for the laws 
of the inner world are more exacting and demanding than 
those which any society has ever put forth. 

Maysel Brooks offers dream workshops around the Greater 
Bay Area and incommunitycollegesaround California. Address 
correspondence to 930 Solano Ave., Albany, CA 94706 
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Loof(into tfie !face of tfi.e :Motfi.er 
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a pictorial essay 
by -

Deborah Koff-Chapin 
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tJJreanflime in tire CanyonlandS: 
Reflections on a Women's Healing Seminar 

~ur months before I 
left my home on the east 
coast to take part in a 
dream seminar in the 
southwest, I had a dream: 

Jf. woman, swimming in tfie 
ocean, comes ashore to a sma£[ 
sandy 6eacfi 6oaraea 6y a steep 

rocky surface into wfiicfi sfie 
dim6s and redines, as if getting 

into a s[eeping 6ertfi. I reaCize tfiis 
is unusua[ and wonder wfiy sfie is 

aoing it. 'IIie woman now goes 
6acl(into tfie water and swims to 
a sma£[ su6marine and l(noc/($ on 
it in oraer to 6e a[[owea in. 'IIie 

scene tfien cfianges and in tfie [ast 
segment of tfie aream tfiere is a 
group of women travefing home 

from a journey. 

At the time I had this dream 
what struck me most were the 
feelings of solitude, the graceful 
determination (as she moved on 
water and land) ... and a slight 
annoyance at not understanding 
her crawling into the rock. Today 
my view of this dream is changing 
as I am beginning to understand 
this dream as a descriptive 
narrative of my southwest dream 
journey. I can now see parallels 
between the theme of the dream, 
the actual physical journeys I 
encountered and the inner processes 
involved in the dream seminar. 
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by Karen A Mason 

The seminar participants were a 
group of women, some of whom 
had never met before and who, 
after an evening of introductions 
and dinner, began the first full day 
of the seminar by hiking into Mill 
Creek Canyon. The canyon and the 
swollen creek running through it 
afforded us a spectacular spot to 
spend the entire day, yet not be 
terribly far away from the nearby 
town. The terrain was somewhat 
rough as we walked into the can
yon carrying our day's necessities 
in our back packs. We had to cross 
the creek several times, navigate 
through thick quicksand-type mud 
and negotiate our way between 
sagebrush and other small trees. 
We found our spot for dream shar
ing on a huge flat rock overlooking 
the creek which was also near a dry 
tributary composed of a bed of sen
suously rounded stones. Here we 
spent a large part of our day seeing 
only a handful of other people and 
a couple handfuls of others people' 
trash, but the workshop was about 
substance and healing and this 
seemed to be a reminder of the 
need for humankind to heal its 
relationship with nature. After all, 
as our co-leader suggested, the 
environment is the ultimate 
substance--the very substance that 
sustains us. 

The day was divided by contin
uing our hike even deeper into the 
canyon. We passed Native Ameri-

can rock art panels and arrived at a 
delightful waterfall with a natural 
pool that was surrounded on two 
sides by steep red-rock walls. Here 
we relaxed, swam and ate our 
lunch embraced by the comfort of 
the canyon, afterward returning to 
our original spot on the large rock 
to continue sharing and exploring 
our individual dreams. The follow
ing day's location was just as 
magnificent, as we sat near the edge 
of the Colorado River on a sandy 
beach with blue sky above and tons 
of red in light and shadow on the 
huge rock faces on all sides. 

The seminar followed a format 
that has become widely accepted 
with the various contemporary 
groups that do this type of dream 
processing. Each dreamer shares 
their dream uninterrupted and 
using the present tense; others are 
encouraged not to interrupt the 
dreamer but rather to listen atten
tively and pose questions in order 
to assist the dreamer's own explor
ation of the truth held within the 
dream for them. Except for a few 
tangents that took us away from 
our dreams and into other parallel 
concerns that ranged from death, to 
animal teachings and even included 
learning and singing an Earth chant 
in a round, we continued both days 
examining our dreams in this way. 
I learned that even though we tell 
personal dream stories, we also 



make connections (on a deep dream 
level) that take us beyond our 
individual dreams and provide a 
glimpse of our commonalities. 

Now, focusing back to my 
earlier dream of the woman swim
ming alone, I feel more complete -
not only in my dream experience
but also in my experience of the 
Canyonlands dream seminar. The 
physical landscapes (the inner one 
in my dream and the outer one of 
the seminar) were set in and around 
water and also with land that rose 
straight up fr'om its place near the 
water's edge. The scenarios of both 
dream and seminar involved a jour
ney, a two-fold journey. As the 
woman swims alone in the creative 
unconscious (ocean) and through 
the depths of her emotions nature 
(water), I, too, as a participant in the 
seminar move through the feelings 
and creative forces experienced in 
my own personal dreams. And 
secondly, as I come together with 
other feminine parts of my self in 
my dream, I also bring my unique
ness to share with the other female 
participants in the group. My initial 
irritation over not understanding 
why the woman climbed into the 
rock crevice is now allayed. Rather 
than searching for a reason, the 
point for me here was to simply be 
with the Earth - both as the dream 
woman actually crawling into the 
Earth -and as a waking woman 
entering the sacredness of the 
Earth's canyons. fiJ 

(Author's note:) I would like to 
thank Valerie Meluskey and 
Roberta Ossana, the facilitators of 
the weekend seminar, for their 
expertise and commitment to all of 
our dreams. 

Please address correspondence 
to 263 Brookstone Drive, 

Princeton, NJ 00540 

(LUKE: Cont'd from page 15) 

Emotionally I was totally unable to face them. The fact that people often 
meet their disowned or damaged selves at this stage was immaterial; I 
distracted myself by following dream 'author(ities)' around, learning more 
intellectually than experientially. How quickly a guide can become a 
policeman has at times been a valuable reminder. 

Other than recording the dream with a few notes, I was unable to do 
further dreamwork and set it aside. The joy and beauty vs. the surprise 
and horror were too emotionally intense. Intellectual efforts felt somehow 
damaging to the dream experience itself. Only later did I recognize the 
'coincidence' of this dream and my subsequent attraction to literature 
about the Crone, about legends of matriarchal cultures, death and dying, 
women's cycles and health ... . as well as feminine spirituality. 

During my reading and dreamwork the next few years, various 
images from this dream came to mind and their personal significance 
became clearer. Mounting the staircase replayed itself in my imagination 
many times; each time I again fled .. 

One day while napping with the flu, the dream continued: 

Cfim6ing tfie staircase, I again meet witli decayed 6odies. I am 
overwfie{metf witli compassion, sadness anti a need to comfort tfiem. 
1(neefing over tfiem, my tears toucli tfiem as I reacli out my liatufs. 

Immediate[y tfiey stir anti return to [ije. rrliey we[come me witli 
radiant smiles . .9/s we em6race, I fee[ information 6eing transmitted 

non-ver6af[y. rrliey straigliten tfieir ro6es, stretcli anti prepare to 
accompany me up tfie remaining stairs. Waiting, I try to remem6er 
wlio tfiey are. iJJie goMen one, tfie first to awaf&_n, is Intuition. iJJie 
seconti one lias g[eaming 6[acf(fiair anti penetrating eyes; 1(afi seems 
appropriate. iJJie tliird woman is very fami[iar, yet I can't remem6er. 
Jfer features /&-ep clianging, su6tfy. I awa/&-n trying to recognize fier. 

Just to reach out and acknowledge these feminine parts was enough to 
revitalize and transform them, but took several years. Words are too linear 
and space too limited to describe the women. 

Intuition- or more fittingly "She Who Speaks Through Intuition" -
comes from a place of pure wisdom and love. She is infinitely patient and 
literally radiates these energies. Kali, beautiful and regal, emanates an 
incredible serene power. Although she presides over destruction and 
chaos, this is only a part of her essence, which encompasses the wonder 
and mystery of creation itself. She is to be honored. Kali has no need to 
explain and we fear what we do not understand. However, she will teach 
us in her way and in her time if we are willing to leave our- prejudice and 
expectations behind. . . 

Who, though, is this third woman .... so strangely famthar? Eventually, 
I came to recognize her as the woman I can/will become, with a sense of 
femininity more elemental than my physical gender, deeper than my 
activities as wife and mother. Marion Woodman refers to the development 
of a "conscious feminine" and this is the best expression I have found that 
hints at what I feel is surfacing. She awakened only after intuition and 
Kali were aroused; her features were still in development and not stabil
ized, just as with my own inner feminine. These dream women are.not just 
images but dynamic energies influencing who! am and am becommg. fiJ 
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Karen A. Signell, 

Wisdom of the Heart: 
Working with Women's Dreams 

(New York: Bantam, 1990) 

300 pages, $12.95 

by Kelly Bulkley 

Jl striking but often overlooked 

fact about the contemporary dream 

study scene is the prominent role 
played at all levels by women. Many 
of the leading academic dream 

researchers are women, as are many 

of the most successful authors of 
general audience dream books. 

It is not surprising, then, that 

there have been quite a few books 

written specifically on the topic of 

dreams and women. The most recent 

of these books is Karen Signell' s 
Wisdom of the Heart: Working with 

Women's Dreams. Given that Sig
nell' s book is addressed primarily to 
women, it might seem odd to have a 
man reviewing it. But this is not 
simply a book about dreams for 
women; it is an important book on 

dreams that has value for all people, 
men and women. I think it would be a 

terrible injustice to Sign ell to suggest 

that her book is "for women only", 

and that men could not understand 

or learn anything from it. 
Sign ell is a Jungian analyst who 

admits, in the admirably honest 
"Personal Preface" to her book that 

she is not a Jungian "type": she's a 
down-to-earth, practically-minded 
person who is not naturally inclined 
toward introspection. Only later in 
life, she says, did she begin exploring 

her inner world. It took her a long 

time to "learn this second language, 

[and to] become a crafts woman in a 

foreign land." (xxv) Signell is almost 
apologetic about this but I find her 
book's earthiness to be a great virtue. 

She emphasizes bringing dreams into 
our lives and shows how dreams 

speak to our practical, waking world 
emotional and relational concerns. At 
the same time, she always maintains 
a respect for the dreams themselves
that is, she does not just squeeze out 
all the" practical value" and than toss 
the dream aside. 
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Rathe~ she encourages us to 
develop a sensitivity to the inter
connected realities of both inner and 
outer life. 

Wisdom of the Heart is a very 
personal work, with a richly woven 
texture. Signell uses many dream 
examples to describe the various 
symbolic patterns and themes that 

she believes commonly emerge in 
women's dreams: themes such as 

conflicts with one's mother, dealing 
with love and relationships, exper
iencing the physical developments of 
the female body and reacting to our 
society's hostility toward women. 

Sign ell uses Jung' s archetypes (pri
marily the archetypes of the Self, the 
Great Mother and the Shadow) to 

interpret these common dream 
themes. 

The book is clearly presented, 
supported by plenty of citations to 
current dream research and to 
feminist theory and includes a 
number of graceful, lyrical passages. 
This is one that I especially enjoyed: 

"A woman's journey is a 
moonlit way, a hazardous, rock
strewn path that winds along the 
ocean. We let ourselves be drawn 
into the vortex of dark and 
turbulent waters, committing 
ourselves to know our deepest 
emotions and instincts--passion
ate or delicate, angry or joyful, 
nurturing or selfish. Leading a 
life of involvement with another 
has terrible challenges and no sure 
reward except the involvement 
itself, our daring to be ourselves 
as women and living life whole
heartedly." (155) 

The greatest strength of Wisdom 
of the Heart is what I would call its 
feminist reappropriation of Jung. 
Many feminists have condemned 

Jung for elevating culturally-specific 
characteristics of femininity into 
universal, eternal realities; in other 
words, Jung takes Western society's 
very distinctive (and very warped) 
view of women and turns it into the 
"Anima", the essential nature of 
women everywhere and at all times. 

Thus, according to Jung, women are 
"archetypally" more receptive, 
passive, nurturing, emotional, etc. 
Feminist critics complain that Jung 
makes it harder for us to see where 
our society's views of women are 
wrong, are demeaning and oppressive 
and should be changed. 

Signell agrees with this criticism 
but like other Jungian feminists (such 
as Carol Rupprecht and Demaris 
Wehr) she also calls attention to the 

feminist virtues of Jung's theory: its 
recognition of the powers of the 
unconscious, of the tendency to split 

masculine and feminine qualities and 
of the need to balance these qualities 
in a whole, integrated personality. 

Sign ell uses Jung' s principles to go 
beyond Jung's personal and cultural 
failings. She thus is able to rediscover 

unconscious energies that can ern
power women. 

My biggest concern with the book 
is that, ironically enough, Signell 
occasionally runs into the same 
problem thatJung does. The primary 
source for her reflections are her 

therapy clients, all of whom are 
members of late 20th century North 
American culture. Her comments are 

entirely valid, I think, for people in 
that same cultural context. But there 
are times when she slips from talking 
about women in our culture to talking 

about women in general, in any cul

ture. This can make it more difficult 
for us to recognize the possible 
differences of women's experiences in 
other cultures. All of us, not just 
Jungians, could benefit from more 

awareness of the variety of dream 
experiences in different cultures. 

One of the great contributions of 
feminism to modern thought is the 
idea that meaning is always rooted in a 
context--in bodies, in relationships, in 

communities, in physical and cultural 
environments. Sign ell shows us how 

the meanings of dreams are also 
always rooted in a practical, earth
bound context. Her excellent book 
reveals the many implications of this 
crucial insight and helps to empower 
and enrich our lives--

women's and men's. p 



On 1Jream t£ducation 

'11ie Potato Stigmata of YLfgfumistan 
My Methods for Unraveling Important Dream Mysteries 

by Noreen Wessling 

f£ery once in a while a dream emerges which pleads to be discovered 
in many lights. The dream I call The Potato Stigmata of Ajgfuznistan is one such 
dream. In my two decades of enthused dream questing, which by now have 
birthed over two thousand journaled 'dream babies,' this dream stands alone. 

No single dream has inspired me to approach it in such a myriad of ways. 
True, I'm blessed with a rich dream life, yet this dream outdoes them all with 
the sheer absurdity of it's images. That, of course, entices and dares me to 
unravel its secret depths. 

1) RECORD DREAM 
The Potato Stigmata of Afghanistan (May 23, 1989) 

!Mum te{fs me tfiat sfie was reaf{y 6om in Jlfgfianistan 6ut couU 
not te{{ me 6efore 6ecause sfie fuu{ to protect fier sister. 'JI(pw sfie lias 

no neuf to protect lier 6ecause sfie is aead. 
%is is a£[ somefww connectuf witfi a meaium-sizuf potato wfiicfi 

mum lias {(g.pt a[{ tfiese years (its just {if(g. new!}, a potato wfiicfi sfie 
fuu{ not taU anyone . 

'JI(pw sfie cuts tfie potato in fiafj ana after sfie aoes tfiis, I see a 
aeep pinl(su6stance ooze from areas of tfie inner potato. 

It reminds me of 6{ooa ana stigmata. 

2) RECENT EVENTS 
What was going on in my everyday life when I had this dream? I had just 

returned from an intense weekend workshop on Creative Visualization where 
my major emphasis was on better integration of my male I female self. 

3) MAJOR THEME 
The major theme (my one sentence content summary) of this dream says 

that something does not fuzve to be protected anymore and the truth can be revealed. 
This neatly relates to my letting go of some out-of-date protecting patterns at 
the workshop, the release of which allowed greater access to my own power. 

4) SYMBOLIC IMAGES 
Playing around with the symbolic images revealed the following: 

Mum: Since she recently died, she now comes into my dreams as 
l guidance from my Higher Self 
"' Born: Some birth of new consciousness in me ~ 

t:"- Died: Necessary before new consciousness can occur .l Mghanistan: Initially this stumped me for I knew NOTHING about the 
~ place .... then I let the images come. It is a place remote from my knowledge; 
;:., unexpected and has an exotic feel to it. I feel drawn to learn more 
~j Could Not Tell Me: My feeling of separation 

Protect Sister: Relating to the protecting of my feminine energy and emotions 
Potato: Of the earth /basic sustenance I sustaining life energy I grounding 
Deep Pink: Of the heart/ like blood = life energy 
Cut in Half: Life energy released after all these years and looks like two 

identical" seeds" (male I female) 
Stigmata: Evidence of the Christ consciousness 

J2lt this point I decided to use 
Henry Reed's Dream Workout Video 
and following his exercises, I came 
up with the following insights. 

5) SOME POSSmLE MEANINGS 
My Higher Self or intuitive 

guidance (Mum) is leading me to 
explore some remote, exotic and 
unexpected places in myself 
(Afghanistan). Sometimes this can 
feel uncomfortable but that is O.K 

I am well grounded (Potato) and 
can handle it as I search deeper 
inside myself. The more I open up to 
the Higher Power within (Stigmata), 
the more I can be an instrument...a 
medium (Medium-sized) through 
which the life power (Blood) can be 
transmitted to many others and to 
the extent I stay centered. I ooze love 
and enthusiasm (Deep Pink) to 
others in all I do. 
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~far so good, but I felt there 
was more in this dream and it was 
just begging for a dream re-write. Here 
it is. 

6) DREAM RE-WRITE 

THE MESSAGE FROM MY 
HIGHER SELF IS CLEAR. (mum) I 
AM AT A NEW BEGINNING: A 

PLACE REMOTE TO ME AND YET 
EXOTICALLY MYSTERIOUS AND 

INVITING. (Afghanistan) IT HAS TO 
DO WITH MY FEMININE ENERGY, 

(sister) WHICH HAS BEEN KEPT 
SECRET (could not tell) EVEN FROM 
MYSELF FOR A LONG TIME BUT IS 

NOT OPENING UP TO ME (cut in 
half) AS THIS FEMININE ASPECT OF 

ME HAS BEEN TRANSFORMED 
(death and rebirth) TO A NEW LEVEL 

OF CONSCIOUSNESS. 
THIS IS ALL CONNECTED 

WITH MY BUDDHA-TYPE QUEST 
FOR MODERATION (medium sized) 
AND FOR BALANCING MY MALE/ 
FEMALE ENERGIES. (potato cut in 

half) I SEE NOT THAT A SOLID 
ROOTING IN THE EARTH IS A 

PREREQUISITE. (potato) 
EVEN THOUGH THIS 

UNDERSTANDING HAS BEEN 
WAITING A LONG TIME TO COME 
FORTH, IT IS STILL AS FRESH AND 

FULL OF LIFE AS EVER. 
(potato like new) 

BY BEING SOLIDLY 
GROUNDED (potato), I CAN FEEL 

MORE CONNECTED WITH MY LIFE 
ENERGY ON ALL LEVELS (blood). 
MY FEELINGS OF SEPARATENESS 
(could not tell me) DISAPPEAR. IT IS 

ONLY WHEN I'M FEELING 
CONNECTED WITH THE ONENESS 

OF LIFE (stigmata) THAT MY 
DEEPEST HEART CONNECTION 
(deep pink) CAN COME FORTH 

GENTLY AND CONTINUOUSLY 
(ooze) FROM THIS INNER 

STABILITY. 

Now I have a handy outward 
gauge to tell me how well I'm allow
ing my Higher Intuitive Self to surge 
through me from the Universe. The 
gauge is to be sensitive to how much 
life energy I feel at this moment. 

When I'm energetic and enthu
sed, the Universal flow is strong. 
When I'm feeling depleted or down, 
the flow is blocked and I need to ad
just accordingly. 
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~ah! This felt right to me. 
Looming on the heels of this revel
ation, of course, came the perennial 
dream question: 

"What are you going to do with 
this information, Noreen?" 

" This dream was still not 
finished, as it cajoled me 

to express it in some 
tangible form. 

It wanted to be REAL." 

7)ACTION 
I. Explore further my creative 

powers-the feminine energy 
secrets which are now unfolding in 

me, exotically mysterious and 
inviting. 

2. Keep rooted and in touch 
with the earth. Actually work more 
in the garden and commune more 
with the trees, flowers and animals 

in my back yard. 
3. When I feel depleted, 

unenthused or that life is just no 
fun, remember this is the sign that 
my creative flow is blocked. My 

needs are not being met. 
Simply be aware of this and ... 
4 ...... then proceed to unblock 

myself and meet my needs using 
any or all of the following methods: 

meditate, work in the garden, do 
something helpful and kind of 

another, do something extra nice 
for myself, do something to trigger 

my right brain: play music, dance, 
tai chi, art work, etc. 

* * * * 
My Dream self was on a roll now 

and insisted playfully that I list keJj 

phrases inspired by the dream for 
quick "mind triggers." Here are 

some of my favorites: 

8) KEY PHRASES 
Risk It .... Go Deeper 
Life From My Heart 

"Over-Nurturing" Is Out 
New Life Power Is Born In Me 
Creative Power Is the Greatest 

Power There Is 
Free to Explore My Exotic, 

Feminine, Mysterious Power 

/n that magical way which 
dreamwork allows, these key 
phrases gestalted in my mind to 
form an ideal for me to aspire 
toward: 

9) IDEAL 
By Spontaneously Appreciating 

Others, I Overcome All Feeling 
Of Separateness And 

Am Completely Fulfilled 

10) SOME TANGIBLE 
CREATION 

This dream was still not 
finished, as it cajoled me to express 
it in some tangible form. It wanted 
to be REAL for me: a poem; an art 
piece; a factual research on 
Afghanistan's culture from the 
main library (a branch would not 
do!). Well, I knew my dreams better 
than to balk. 

In the stacks at the Cincinnati 
main library I accrued piles of 
fascinating information on the art 
and culture of early Afghanistan 
and found to my amazement and 
delight that much of it fit like an 
old, friendly glove. Many of the art 
styles, spiritual philosophies of the 
Mullas and their appreciation of the 
natural, rather stark beauty of their 
land by the peasants, gripped my 
attention. I vibrated with it-even 
to the extent of feeling I may have 
had past lives there. 

What a far cry from my first 
thought upon having the dream! 
The library visit resulted in my 
compiling a 43 page journal on 
"Memories of My Life in 
Afghanistan," with many pictures 
that attracted me due to the 
connection I felt with them. I 
continue to be inspired artistically 
and spiritually as time goes on. 

Naturally, I made some 
paintings and drawing that 
captured the feeling essence of 
Afghanistan; I am going to make a 
necklace for the design on this 
drawing. 

And so, I think. . .I feel, that I 
have finally worked this dream. 
But perhaps tomorrow, or next 
year, I'll discover another layer to 
explore. All the dream asks of me 
now is that I live it. 

Afghanistan, here I come! fJ 

Jl.tfaress corresponaence to: 5429 Overfoo/('l>rive, 'Mifjon£, OJ{ 45150 



1Jream Categories 
Part One 

by Rosemary Watts 

'Dreams are a very important 
aspect of our daily lives that need 
more conscious attention and con
sideration. Whether we dream in 
vague snippets or full-blown epic 
movies, the information your sleeping 
mind is sharing should not be 
overlooked. With more focus and 
value given to your dreams, you will 
remember more dreams and learn 
incomparable lessons. 

I have found that dreams can fall 
into ten different categories. When 
approaching dreams, know that 
several categories may apply to one 
dream. The deeper you explore, the 
more levels of meaning you can find. 
I present these categories so that you 
may begin to look at your own dreams 
to discover the multidimensional 
aspects within these nightly scenarios. 

1. Daily Wash or Review Dreams. 
These are the most common of 

dreams and, unfortunately, are often 
easily dismissed. An example might 
be: you have dinner with a friend and 
that night you dream about having 
dinner with this friend. In the dream, 
you have all the food on your side of 
the table as your friends sits there 
watching you eat. Suddenly, she 
begins crying uncontrollably. Then, 
as you watch, she turns into a small, 
wounded bird fluttering on the chair, 
seeming to cry out for attention. You 
are then changed in to a colorful parrot 
talking a mile a minute. There are 
several possible reasons for having 
this type of dream: a.) The dream 
might be showing you explicitly the 
choices you made. With the food on 
your side of the table, you become 
aware that you were the one nour-

ished through your encounter with 
your friend. b.) The dream might be 
sharing reactions you overlooked. 
Your subconscious picks up on subtle 
emotional nuances and presents them 
to you in the dream. Your friend was 
upset and you were not consciously 
aware of this, thus your dream 
presents her emotional state in a 
dramatic version so that you will 
listen. c.) A third reason for this type 
of dream might be to act as a character 
study. Through these bird symbols, 
you clearly understand each of your 
roles from the previous evening. In a 
waking state you can now correct the 
imbalances from your dinner by 
calling to listen, support and nourish 
your friend. Rather than quickly 
tossing these dream images aside, 
look more closely into the messages 
behind dreams. Please don't dismiss 
any dream fragments or "obvious" 
messages; dreams are more complex 
and deserve your attention. 

2. Character Review Dreams. 
Most characters presented in 

dreams are an aspect of yourself. 
When you dream about your mother 
she is likely to be personifying an 
aspect of yourself of which you may 
not be aware. When friends from the 
past pop up in a dream, you should 
look back either to your relationship 
with them or the time period you 
knew them to see what messages they 
present. The "character review" 
category can serve several functions: 
a.) It can highlight your own strengths. 
Perhaps your dream shows positive 
aspects about yourself that you are 
presently overlooking. For example, 
you dream about a beautiful dancer 

being showered with roses upon her 
curtain call. She then presents the 
roses to you backstage. The dream is 
showing your potential for sharing 
creativity with others and being 
rewarded. However, consciously you 
have put these talents "backstage" 
and the dream is showing you the 
rewards of bringing them "on stage". 
b.) It can point out weaknesses. You 
dream about standing in line, then 
you get stuck in traffic and then your 
date is late. When you awaken, you 
see the comedy in this frustrating 
dream and understand your own 
need to be patient with circumstances 
that are out of your control. c.) It can 
also give suggestions for balancing. 
You dream about being chained to 
your desk with mounds of work in 
front of you. Meanwhile, outside the 
window, you see people playing. You 
wake up knowing that "all work and 
no play makes Jack a dull boy," and 
you vow to take more time for 
yourself. 

3. Problem Solving Dreams. 
Dreams are very helpful, like a 

good friend trying to relay messages 
to you ... all you have to do is ask. 
There are several ways these problem 
solving tools can be used. a.) Dreams 
can present business or study advice. 
One night, I gave myself a pre-sleep 
suggestion about whether to take a 
job I was considering. That night, I 
dreamt that I was walking a close, 
unidentified friend to the elevator in 
a high rise apartment building. I 
turned to go back down the hall to my 
apartment. Suddenly, the elevator 
cable snapped and I heard the elevator 
crash to the bottom, my friend 
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screaming. I woke up and imme
diately knew I shouldn't take this 
particular job because it could" crash" 
to the ground and in the process I 
would lose something close to me. b.) 
Dreams can aid in interpersonal 
clarification. You are having some 
misunderstandings with your spouse 
and you go to bed upset. That night, 
your dream shows you some key to 
this conflict, and you awaken with a 
resolution and a better understanding 
of your partners feelings. c.) They 
can give clues for the best choice to be 
made. Perhaps you are considering 
moving and have narrowed your 
choice down to several locations. Still 
undecided, you go to sleep and you 
dream about the most appropriate 
location for you. Dreams may not be 
presented in a literal scenario, but 
when working with the symbols of 
the dream, the deeper meaning 
becomes much more evident. Listen 
to your own inner voice or "heart" to 
validate your impressions. As the 
dreamer, you will know when you've 
"gotten" the message from your 
dream. d.) Finally, dreams can share· 
suppressed emotions about a situa
tion. In college, my sister and I had 
many misunderstandings. I dreamt 
short) y before shew as getting married 
that her best friend and I completely 
missed the wedding. We showed up 
without our bridesmaids' dresses on, 
embarrassed to be so late. My dream 
warned me about my negative 
feelings and how they could poten
tially sabotage my sister's wedding. 

4. Body & Health Awareness Dreams. 
Dreams can a.) show imbalances, 

b.) give health-aid suggestions, and 
c.) share mental or emotional effects 
on the body. Perhaps you dream 
about a vicious dog attacking your 
stomach and ripping out your 
intestines. Your doctor (or someone 
you don't actually know in waking 
life, but this person reminds you of 
your doctor) appears, leading a cow. 
You awaken, aware that this stomach 
pain could be a serious problem, 
perhaps an ulcer. Your dream shows 
the importance of making an appoint
ment to see your doctor and that you 
should drink more milk to soothe 
your ulceric problems. The dog is 
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showing how your uncontrollable 
anger, even if suppressed, is the cause 
of this attack on your stomach and 
intestines. Dreams are not always 
presented so simplistically as these 
examples, and you may not be aware 
of their meaning upon waking; 
however, if given attention, dreams 
will make their meaning clear and 
relay their individually unique 
message. 

5. Inspiration Dreams. 
a.) Dreams can give specific 

answers to questions. My brother, a 
computer scientist, has told me of 
going to bed exhausted from working 
on an unsolved issue. In the morning, 
the solution to the problem is clear! 
Dreams used for problem solving and 
inspiration have been greatly noted 
by a variety of people such as 
scientists, writers and other artists, 
and business people. 

b.) Dreams can show creativity 
in action. During college, I was taking 
a choreography class. I took a short 
nap before rehearsal one day. In my 
dream, I woke up at 6:10 pm., 
although the meeting was to begin at 
5:00. I dashed over to the studio and 
everyone had already been working 
for over an hour. In the dream, we 
completed the dance and felt very 
creative. When I woke up, it was 
indeed 6:10pm. AGH! My partners 
had left by then without working on 
our project. The next day, I shared the 
dance ideas presented in my dream 
and many of these ideas were 
incorporated into our final dance 
project! So my dreams were working 
on my dance project even though my 
body was sleeping. 

c.) Dreams can provide motivat
ion to continue in a specific creative 
endeavor. As an actress, there are 
times when I lose sight of my goals. 
Usually during this time, I will dream 
of being cast in a great role and I wake 
up with renewed determination. p 

(Editor's note: In the next issue, Rosemary 
will describe the remaining five dream 
categories she has identified.) 

(c) 1991 ROSEMARY WAITS 
Address correspondence to 1114 South 

Ogden Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90019 
or phone (213) 933-3327. 

(OSSANA, Cont'd from page 8) 

first on the trail and exhibit physical 
prowess. 

And despite my pleasant com
pany, I needed to spend time alone. 

At the first opportunity I 
walked into the end of our newly
named Horse Canyon2

• There
among other splendors - was an 
endless spring of water surrounded 
by deep green, spongy moss .. 
. .. pouring forth from the face of the 
redrock wall. A twenty-four hour-a
day orgasm! This canyon's edge 
was a source-place which allowed 
the expression of wonder and 
gratitude for the ever-reproducing 
and evolving stream of life provid
ed by this blessed, mysterious 
planet we are so fortunate live 
upon. I remembered that, like my 
indigenous friend and her people, 
the Earth, too, has undergone re
lentless, unconscious abuse at our 
hands. And despite this mistreat
ment, she has patiently and unques
tionably proven her resilience, her 
ultimately unchallengeable Power. 

I did renew my vows. 

My dream mentor reminded me 
that it is the Earth Mother to whom 
I may now look for [maternal] 
companionship and guidance. Her 
words were: "Look into the Face of 
the Mother." She did not say look 
into the face of your Mother. 
Therefore, I desire to share this 
dream message with you for your 
enhancement and to benefit She 
who provides nurturance for all 
living forms. 

To you, beloved friend Mary, I 
remain always ready to learn. \) 

1 Geomancer is one who is able to 
read or divine the Earth. I had never 
heard the word, nor did I know its' 
definition, prior to receiving that dream 
message. 

2 We agreed on this name because 
of a very specific horse-shaped shadow 
cast on the canyon walh by moonlight. 



qfie Soviet Coup: 

by Kelly Bulkley 

J left Chicago on Sunday 
evening, August 18, for the "Dream
ing in Russia" conference in Moscow. 
I was very excited, expecting that the 
first-ever gathering of Western and 
Soviet dream explorers would be a 
fascinating experience. I did not, 
however, expect that we would 
suddenly be caught up in a shocking 
political revolution--for we happen
ed to arrive in Moscow on August 19, 
the day the military coup began. As we 
drove out of the Moscow airport on 
Monday afternoon, tanks and armor
ed personnel carriers (APCs) were 
streaming into the city. Whatfollowed 
was a roller coaster week of terror, 
confusion, amazement and, ultimate
ly, joyfulness and hope. 

When I returned to the U.S. from 
the conference, my family and friends 
said we must not have learned 
anything about dreams, given all the 
incredible political events. But when 
I thought about it, I realized that I did 
learn a lot about dreams-the Soviet 
coup itself revealed entirely new 
dimensions of the dream world to 
me. For the space of that magical 
week there was a profound merging 
of reality, myth and dream. It might 
sound strange but I believe it was a 
truly sacred time, in the fullest sense 
of the word. Ordinary reality was 
suspended and the most powerful 
fears, desires and hopes of the human 
soul emerged, struggling among the 
desperately constructed barricades 
and the intimidating lines of huge 
steel tanks. I've never been in any 
church or sanctuary that was as 
overflowing with sacred power as 
w~re the cold, wet streets of Moscow 
during that week. 

Myths express sacred power 
through vivid stories and symbols, 
dreams reveal that power into our 
social reality. True political revolu-

tions are the rarest expression of 
sacred power but also the most 
explosive. They force us, even more 
directly than myths and dreams do, 
to admit that human life is ultimately 
shaped by powers our rational 
consciousness does not (yet) fathom. 

Now to be honest, these lofty 
reflections only came to me much 
later. My first reaction, when we 
arrived at our conference center just 
outside the city and heard about the 
coup, was cool! Totally, totally cool! 
We're right in the middle of the 
greatest historical event of the 20th 
century! Part of me was scared, of 
course, but part of me was exhilarated. 
I've been to plenty of dream confer
ences in my time but never to a military 
coup! I felt a strong desire to go into 
Moscow so I could see - and feel -
what was happening there. So I joined 
a small group of people who also 
wanted to sneak into the city (our 
Russian organizers had forbidden us 
from leaving the conference center), 
and we finally managed to reach the 
center of Moscow on Wednesday 
morning, the third day of the coup. 

Our first goal was Red Square, 
the heart of the Soviet government 
and the control center of the coup 
leaders. As we rode the Moscow 
subways, we noticed people clustered 
around handbills posted on the walls. 
These were notices from the grass
roots resistance movement providing 
information not available on the 
heavily censored TV and radio 
reports. When we left the subways 
and returned to the street level, we 
found tanks and APCs everywhere. 
We tried to reach Red Square, but a 
line of APCs and soldiers blocked off 
the intersection in front of us, so we 
started turning back. But one of our 
Lithuanian friends (there were three 
psychology students from the Uni-

versity of Vilnius in our little group) 
somehow convinced a Red Army 
soldier to escort us through the APC 
barrier and over to the other side of 
the intersection. 

It's hard to describe how eerie it 
felt walking across that big, empty 
intersection, ominously ringed by 
heavily-armed military vehicles. The 
only thing that comes to mind is that 
it was like walking inside a ritual 
circle created by a black magician-a 
sacred space in the sense that it was 
filled with spiritual power-but a 
space consecrated to violence, de
struction and death. I was very glad 
to reach the other side of the inter
section, squeeze between the APCs, 
walk through the line of troops and 
reenter the "normal" space of Mos
cow's streets. 

After getting as close to Red 
Square as we could, we went to the 
U.S. Embassy. As we approached the 
embassy, we saw dozens of crushed, 
burned-out city buses, surrounded 
by crowds of people. We learned that 
the resistance had used the buses to 
block off the military; however, early 
that morning tanks had come and 
smashed through the buses, killing at 
least three people. We could see the 
crowd circling around a couple of 
particular spots. I eased my way in 
toward one and found it to be a 
spontaneously created shrine, with 
icons, prayer candles and a growing 
pile of fresh flowers. This was the 
spot where one of the people had 
been killed. Right nearby the street 
curb was all broken up, crushed by 
the grinding weight of the tanks. 

We asked the Embassy staff to 
send messages to our families in the 
U.S., who we knew could only be 
imagining the worst about our 
welfare. When we left, we walked 
down the hill tbward the "White 
House", the Russian Parliament 
building where Boris Yeltsin and 
other Russian national leaders were 
organizing the resistance to the coup. 
The scene was one of barely-ordered 
chaos: the White House was sur
rounded by huge piles of steel pipes 
and wood planks, strategically placed 
clusters of overturned trucks and 
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hundreds of thousands of people 
waving the Russian national flag. As 
we stood among the ever-growing 
crowds at the barricades, we realized 
that the situation was reaching a crisis 
point and that perhaps this was a 
good time for us to beat our retreat. 

We rode the train back in awed 
silence, overwhelmed by everything 
we'd just seen. But when we reached 
our conference center, we were met 
by yet another shock: the coup was 
over! The military leaders had given 
up, the tanks and APCs were leaving 
the city and people were literally 
dancing on the barricades! The Soviet 
people at the conference were ecstatic, 
especially those from Lithuania and 
Armenia. Their cultures had been 
violently conquered by U.S.S.R. 
decades ago and suddenly they were 
on the road to true independence. I 
felt very lucky to be with them during 
such an amazing festival of joy, pride 
and hope. 

Once the coup ended, we were 
eager to get the dream conference 
going. There were four main kinds of 
activities: common lectures, small 
dream discussion groups, all-group 
discussion sessions and workshops 
on dreams and creativity (e.g. dance, 
theater, sandplay). At each activity 
there were translators to help bridge 
the language barriers. The common 
lectures were OK; I thought the best 
were by Russian and Armenian 
scholars who tried to interpret the 
failed coup in terms of unconscious 
and archetypal dynamics. The dream 
discussion groups were a lot of fun! 
When we share dreams with people 
from totally different cultures, we 
realize how important it is to explore 
what their words, images and con
cepts mean in their world. The all
group discussion sessions were not 
well-received. There were frequent 
conflicts between the two discussion 
leaders and the group, and progress
ively fewer people attended the ses
sions as the conference went on. 

The dreams and creativity work
shops were all very interesting. I was 
in John Lipsky's dre am th eater 
workshop and we had a great time 
creating little dramatic productions 
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from our dreams. It was a perfect 
activity because it did not require 
verbal language; instead, we used 
sounds, motions and facial gestures 
to share our dreams. 

The most joyful and memorable 
experiences, however, had nothing 
to do with these formal activities. By 
far the best part of the conference 
were the informal conversations in 
the hallways, at mealtimes, between 
scheduled activities and after hours 
at the" magic house" bar. During these 
more personal encounters we really 
got to know the Soviet people, to 
learn about their lives, to share our 
ideas about dreams and to form new 
friendships. 

The success of the conference was 
in the way it brought together people 
from cultures that have demonized 
each other for, most of this century. 
Speaking for myself, I've had many 
dreams over the years in which I've 
fought against evil, violent Soviet 
soldiers. It was an incredibly positive 
experience to meet these people and 
realize that not only are they warm, 
caring human beings but also that 
they share my passion for the world 
of dreams. My sense was that many 
people, both Westerners and Soviets, 
also found the conference to be a 
powerful experience of healing and 
integration. 

The conference's shortcoming, I 
thought, was its Jungian bias (the 
conference was primarily organized 
by Western Jungian analysts). Jung' s 
dream theories are immensely im
portant, of course, but there's a lot 
more to contemporary dream studies 
than Jung. At times I felt like the con
ference was a Jungian proselytizing 
mission--like we Westerners were 
bringing the sacred light of Jungian 
truth to the dark heathen lands of the 
Soviet Union. As a result, I fear we 
may not have shared with the Soviets 
the full range and diversity of Western 
approaches to dreams; I also fear we 
may not have learned as much from 
the Soviets as we might have. 

An interesting aspect of the 
conference was how the waking 
world events of the failed coup 
influenced people's dreaming worlds. 

Many people said they didn't dream 
at all during the three days of the 
coup. A Lithuanian man in my dream 
discussion group said the waking 
world was so strange and fantastic 
that he felt he was dreaming while 
awake! Others did have dreams that 
related directly to the coup, for 
example an American woman - also 
in my dream group - dreamed during 
those three days of a disembodied 
female voice hovering over the 
resistance movement's barricades in 
Moscow, encouraging them to 
struggle on. 

I am sure that everyone who 
attended the conference has different 
thoughts, feelings and dreams about 
what went on-all this is nothing 
more than my own very personal 
reactions to an incredibly powerful 
experience. If you want to share 
others' perspectives, you may want 
to contact others who attended, like 
Rita Dwyer, Jane White Lewis, Fred 
Olson and Dierdre Barrett. You may 
also contact some of the Soviets as 
well; many of them asked me to share 
their addresses, as they are eager to 
make connections with Westerners 
interested in dreams. (See pg. 32) . 

If I took any lesson away from the 
"Dreaming in Russia" conference, it 
is this: an idea, shared with the right 
person at the right time, can create 
amazingly wonderful, positive, life
affirming effects. Thete are many 
Soviet people (or, to be more accurate, 
ex-Sovietpeople) who are hungering 
for ideas about dreams-for letters, 
stories, articles, books, anything we 
in the West can provide. They have 
survived a cultural dark age and are 
now joyously entering a new era of 
hope and vitality. Each of us can join 
them in that exciting journey simply 
by sharing our dreams with them. p 

(A more personal sequel to this . 
article may appear in our Spring issue.) 
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Part Three: Conclusion 
by David Feinstein 

, THE RATIONAL EPOCH 

Wilber describes the next stage of 
evolution in terms of a "final differ
entiation and crystallization of the 
mind out of the body". In the earlier 
stages, responsibility for one's fate 
was lodged primarily in the external 
world and its objects, which Gebser 
interprets as "a sure sign of egoless
ness." Nowtheseparateego, the sense 
of a personal self that is the core of the 
modern individual's identity, had 
emerged from its previous embed
dedness in nature. Based upon a 
provocative analysis of the historical 
record, the psychologistJ ulianJ aynes 
concluded that prior to the second 
millennium B.C., humanity had not 
yet developed the self-reflecting ego 
that characterizes modern conscious
ness. Surveying the use of linguistic 
metaphors, Jaynes speculated that 
only between the second and first 
millennia B.C. in the Western World 
had an "I" developed that could form 
inner narratives and consider alter
native actions. This shift corresponds 
to the writing of the New Testament, 
where the relationship with God had 
become personal rather than to the 
Old Testament, where God's covenant 
was with the people oflsrael. Whether 
or not Jaynes' dates and thesis 
regarding the implications of his 
source documents are correct, the 
development of an independent sense 
of self operating as a self-reflecting 
agent has been one of the crowning 
achievements of evolution. 

L.L. Whyte noted that as indiv
iduals became more self-conscious, 
their decisions were increasingly 
dominated and controlled by the 
particular form of their own thought 
processes rather than "primarily by 
instinctive responses to external 

stimuli and by mimicry of the forms 
of a stable social tradition". Instinctive 
and traditional reactions to the outer 
world were no longer the only 
available guides for behavior and the 
internal structures we are calling 
"personal myths" increasingly be
came the basis of decision-making. 
Wilber suggests that close exam
ination of the collective mythologies 
at the beginning of the" egoic" period 
unequivocally reveals that an en tire l y 
different form of myth began to 
appear-the "Hero Myth." He notes 
"the true hero myths do not emerge 
before this period because there were 
no egos before this period" (p. 184). 
Joseph Campbell observed that the 
principle "represented by the freely 
willing, historically effective hero not 
only gained but held the field and has 
retained it to the present. Moreover, 
this victory of the principle of free 
will, togetherwith its moral corollary 
of individual responsibility, estab
lishes the first distinguishing charac
teristic of specifically Occidental 
myth" (p. 24). 

A distinction between the mythic
magical qualities of primitive thought 
and the mythic nature of all thought 
should be emphasized here. While 
thought in the Mythic Epochwasmore 
advanced than the "primary process 
thinking" of earlier eras, the logical 
qualities that allow one's assumptions 
to be tested through deductive 
reasoning had not yet been devel
oped. Thus for the primitive, all 
experience had to be interpreted in 
terms of the dominating myth; the 
culture's mythology created the lived 
reality. The cognitive abilities re
quired to challenge its approp
riateness had not been developed. 

.9ls consciousness evolved, how
ever, so did the ability to reflect, to 
step out of the myth and consider the 
way the myth structures experience. 
While stepping out of a particular 
myth is neither easy nor instinctive, 
the capacity to do so marks the birth 
of psychological freedom. This 
monumental and far-reaching devel
opment, which led to the evolution of 
modern science, makes it conceivable 
that a people can speed the process 
by which they free themselves from 
the inadequacies of their mythic 
inheritance, a particularly critical 
matter in a rapidly changing world. 

Piaget's stage of "formal oper
ational thought," which develops 
during adolescence, is parallel to the 
type of thinking that emerged in the 
Rational Epoch. With the advent oft his 
period both in psychological devel
opment and in the historical epoch, 
reasoning about reasoning became 
possible. The mind becomes capable 
of turning back upon itself and 
reflecting on what it perceives. With 
the maturation of the ego, self
awareness reached the point that 
individuals were capable of making 
decisions with some measure of 
objectivity. 

The four stages of cognitive 
development portrayed to this point 
have a pyramidal relationship[ to one 
another. Advanced cultural and 
personal myths rest upon earlier 
myths that came to terms with the life 
of the body and the separation of self 
from the environment. The essential 
tenets of each subsequent stage must 
be integrated into previous stages and 
each emerging stage may disrupt 
mythic explanations worked out in 
earlier stages. 

THE DAWNING ERA OF 
A POST-CARTESIAN 

MYTHOLOGY 
Unlike the pre-Cartesian myth

ologies of earlier periods, the Western 
individual's identity was not founded 
upon the schism produced by the 
Cartesian mind-body split that came 
to dominate Newtonian thought 
(Berman, 1984). The functions once 
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served by classical mythology were 
neglected and belittled as instinct was 
devalued in favor of rationality and 
community was devalued in favor of 
individualism. The inability of the 
newly emergent ego to integrate its 
activities with the prior realms of 
instinct, emotion and "body-self" is, 
in Wilber's eyes, the culture's essential 
dilemma. He points out that "Even 
[Erich] Neumann, arch-champion of 
the Hero Myth, dearly recognized 
that the hj:?roic thrust went way too 
far and 'with this, the great re
evaluation of the feminine begins, its 
conversion into the negative, there
after carried to extremes in the 
patriarchal religions of the West"' 
(Wilber, 1981 p.189). 

Preoccupation with the self as an 
entity separate from both body and 
reference group, necessary for the 
development of rational thought and 
individuality, became exaggerated. 
These separations, which were 
painstakingly achieved, are not easily 
transcended. The conquering hero of 
the contemporary era has ripped 
himself away from Mother Nature, 
spearheaded by a belligerent personal 
ego and supported by increasingly 
sophisticated technology. Wilber 
explains the dilemma in terms of the 
relationship of humanity to its 
biological nature, the mythical "Great 

Mother": 
The ego, in the necessary course of 

its emergence, had to break free of the 
Great Mother or biological nature 
embeddedness. That is all well and 
good-the ego, in fact, did manage to 
break free of its attachment and 
subservience and establish itself as an 
independent, willful and constellated 
center of consciousness, a feat repre
sented in the Hero Myths. But in its 
zeal to assert its independence, it not 

' only transcended the Great Mother, 
which was desirable; it repressed the 
Great Mother, which was disastrous. 
And there the ego-the Western ego
demonstrated not just an awakened 
assertiveness, but a blind arro
gance ... no longer harmony with the 
Heavens ... but a technological assault 
on Nature. It is one thing to gain a 
freedom from the fluctuations of 
nature, emotions, instincts and 
environment-it is quite another to 
alienate them. (pp. 187-188) 
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The personal costs of this em
phasis on individuality have been 
tallied in terms of anxiety, uncertainty 
and a lack of rootedness, commitment 
and community. The forces of history, 
however, seem to be pushing toward 
an integration of the dualism, toward 
an era of what might be termed a 
"post Cartesian mythology," where 
the individual ego and the primordial 
nature from which it emerged will be 
re-united at a higher level of inte
gration. Such holistic thinking in
volved the "dialectical operations" 
that Riegel has proposed as the final 
stage of cognitive development, 
following Pia get's" formal operation 
thought." 

New guiding myths that trans
cend the emphasis on individualism 
which characterized the present era 
are unfolding. Moving from the pre
rational, pre-personal, pre-Cartesian 
myths of Wilber's Mythic Epoch and 
past the self-centered, Cartesian 
thought structures of the Rational 
Epoch, the myths that are now be
ginning to appear possess a distinctly 
post-Cartesian or post-personal or 
trans-personal character. That is, 
while individuality remains a pro
minent feature in these guiding 
myths, they reincorporate community 
values which transcend the personal 
ego and they achieve a re-attunement 
with nature and the life of the spirit. 
Sampson has emphasized the dis
tinction between a one-sided 
self-contained individualism and an 
ensembled individualism that 
completes the circle by promoting 
community values. 

The influences forging such a 
post-personal mythology range from 
our discontented isolation as indi
vidual egos to the stringent demands 
of the global crisis. Wilber believes 
that we can identify people who are 
already living according to the 
mythology of the coming era. He 
emphasizes that he described the first 
four epochs in the evolution of 
consciousness in terms of the average 
person's experiences and level of 
awareness. But he also notes thatthere 
are individuals whose lives reflect 
"the growing tip of human con-

sciousness," the most advanced level 
of their time. The individuality that 
has become widespread in our culture 
was first restricted to sanctioned 
leaders. Wilber speaks of the first ones 
to live out the next major structure of 
consciousness as the shamans, the 
sages, and the saints who serve as 
prototypes of the advancing higher 
levels of consciousness. If Wilber is 
correct, then the self-actualizing 
subjects studied by Abraham Maslow 
may be examples of what is to come. 
They tended to ~vidence greater 
creativity, autonomy and ability to 
resolve polarities than their fellows, 
had more democratic (as contrasted 
with authoritarian) character stru
ctures and were more able to tran
scend thee go boundaries of a narrow 
sense of self. In addition, , certain 
universal values, such as truth, beauty 
and justice were stronger in their 
personal motivational schemes. 

Such qualities may prove to be 
vital features of the expanded mythic 
visions we are collectively challenged 
to pursue. Rollo May (in press) 
believes that three new myths are 
necessary for our survival: the" green 
myth," which would show our proper 
relation with nature; women's liber
ation, which would insure the rights 
and draw upon the talents of all 
people; and planetism, which would 
show the world as a place that 
transcends political boundaries. All 
three of these themes can be seen as 
correctives pushing to change the 
direction of the contemporary her's 
journey. 

The emphasis of our work has 
been on developing a system that 
teaches people to turn inward and 
bring greater awareness to the 
submerged mythology that lives 
through their thoughts, feelings and 
behavior (Feinstein and Krippnelj 
1988). In the process, individuals 
increase theircapacityto stretch their 
personal myths beyond the limit
ations of their culture's mythology 
and beyond confining beliefs and 
images that are rooted in their unique 
history. Gaining a measure of auto
nomy from the limiting images of 
culture and other early influences 
increases one's sense of psych-



ological freedom and strengthens 
one's ability to cope within a rapidly 
changing world. Because personal 
and cultural myths evolve in tandem, 
beginning to understand the mythic 
processes that operate within their 
own psyches also strengthens in 
people the capacity to more mind
fully and effectively participate in 
the inescapable collective myth
ological changes that are shaping the 
future of their world. p 
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Dream Cards 

Strephon Kaplan-Williams 
Illustrated by Linda and Roger Gar lane 

Fireside Books, 1991. 
Simon & Schuster, Bldg. 

1230 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10020. ' 

157 pages. 66 Dream Cards. 66 Wisdom 
Cards. $24.95 

by Will Phillips 

Strephon Kaplan-Williams' 
Dream Cards is a beautifully packaged 
set of colorful Dream Cards, accom
panying Wisdom Cards and an 
extensively detailed instruction 
manual. Although Kaplan-Williams 
discourages the comparison, it's hard 
not to think of Tarot cards while 
thumbing through the deck. I was 
excited at the prospect of a dream
working system that promised to be 
fun as well as insightful. But as I 
began working my way through the 
complex instructions, it occurred to 
me that this was going to be a lot more 
work than I had anticipated. 

The introduction was thought
provoking and informative. I was 
especially impressed with his em
phasis on integrating dream con
sciousness into waking life. But from 
the first page of the first chapter, the 
book screamed JUNG. It was replete 
with intimidating references to such 
things as "major archetypal dynam
ics," "Ego Suites," and "Ego Dynam
ics Profiles." Despite being put off by 
the unfamiliar terms, *I approached 
Kaplan-Williams' Dream Cards as I 
do any dream method, with an open 
heart and a fresh dream. 

I did my best to follow the step
by-step instructions but had difficulty 
right from the start. Have you ever 
tried to shuffle cards that are over 
five inches square? After finally 
getting them off the living room floor 
and into random order, I tried laying 
out the suggested Three Card Spread. 
As I searched through the deck for 
the three cards that most closely 
resembled my dream, I found myself 
distracted by the intriguing illus
trations on the cards. It was like trying 

to ~eca~l a h~unting dream melody 
whtle stxty-stx selections of classical 
music are being played on the stereo. 
I never did find any images that 
resonated with my dream, so I 
resorted to the alphabetical index in 
the back of the book. That supplied 
me with a potential card or two but 
the illustrations conjured up fe~lings 
that were vastly different from those 
in my dream. 

Despite my frustrations, I stuck it 
out. Finally, the book instructed me 
to dose my eyes, think of my dream 
and draw a "synchronistic card" at 
ra~dom. This would supposedly 
brmg together the various aspects of 
my dream in a new and meaningful 
way. I was already resenting the 
Dream Cards' imposition upon my 
own dream images and feelings but 
that was just too much. If I want a 
psychic reading, I'll stick with the I 
Ching or the Book of Runes. At least 
they don't tread on my dreams. 

Someone with a stronger Jungian 
background than I might find Kaplan
Williams' book easier to comprehend 
and the cards themselves are un
questionably intriguing. I would be 
delighted to see someone market an 
effective, visually appealing, hands
on method of dream understanding. 
Unfortunately, Dream Cards, in my 
opinion, is a mis-deal. p 

Will Phillips is a dream educator and 
freelance writer. Address correspondence 
to PO Box 607431, Orlando, FL 32860 
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Editorial Policy 
We encourage readers to submit articles- preferably 

with complementary graphics or photos - and letters to 
the editor which will serve as stimulus for more 
sharing and as learning tools for our readership. 

We invite questions and accounts of personal experi
ence involving dreams and personal mythology ... 

ranging from workable methods and transformative 
experience ... to informal sharing, synchronicity, 

or insight gained in groups or therapy. 

DNJ reserves the right to edit all material submitted 
for publication. Typewritten double-spaced. manu

scripts are essential, preferably on Macintosh or Mac 
compatible disks . Reproducible black and white 

original art work & photos are welcomed; photocopies 
are acceptable. Please include SASE with submission 

and/ or request for guidelines. 

We invite you to 'throw out a net' for dream groups 
(forming or needing new members), dream related 

research requests, and to notify us of upcoming dream 
related events or books which would be of interest to 

the readership. 
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with a goal of identifying how dreams and myth can 

help clarify and resolve gender differences. 
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Networks • ~ • Groups 

ALAN SIEGEL, PHD 
Author of 

Dreams That Can Change Your Life 
Dream Groups/Workshops 
Berkeley San Francisco 

Phone: 51 0.652.4185 

Wchita, KS Dream Group 
Contact: Steve Carter 
7627 E. 37th N. #21 01 
Phone: 316.636.2906 

Supportive dreamwork group forming . 
No leader, no fee . Upper West side. 

Jeanne O'Donnell, 228 W. 71 st St. 6A 
New York, NY 1 0023 Phone: 

212.496.7823 

~xp lorin g inner worlds through lucid 
dreaming? Weekly study group. No fee. 
Johannes Vloothuis, 25 East 21st St., 

Hamilton, Ontario Canada LBV 2T3 
Phone:416.383.5743 

Propose meeting with focus groups 
across the country to discuss current 

use of dreams in recovery and create a 
model for dreamwork supporting 

12-step programs. 
If interested in hosting meeting in your 

area, contact WAYNE McEWING, 
2 Melrose St., 4th Floor, Boston, 

Southwest, Four Corners Area 
Dream consu ltation & educat ion. 

Contact ROBERTA OSSANA, M.A. 
1337 Powerhouse Lane Suite #22 

Moab, UT 84532 Ph: 
801.259.5936 

Eclectic dream group currently 
composed of 4 women and 1 man 
looking for new members. Meets 
every other Monday 7:30-9:30 in 

North Seattle. Contact 
JOHN BIRNEL 206.782.6129 or 

PAM MCGARRY Ph: 206.524.3994 

Columbus, OH. Ongoing dream 
appreciation group. Meets Wed. 
Midday, OSU campus area. 

Contact 
MARGARET HORTON 

Ph: 614.885.0823 

Contacts for 
New Dream Explorers 

NEW ENGLAND DREAMWORK 
Greater Boston I Cambridge area. 

Write Dick McLeester@ 
New Dreamtime, PO Box 92 

Greenfield, MA 01 004 
Ph: 413.772.6569 

METRO P.C. COMMUNITY. 
Twice monthly meetings. Open to all 
who share an interest in dreams. 1st 
Sat. each month, 1-5pm; 3rd Wed. 7-

9pm at Patrick Henry Library 101 
Maple Ave. E Vienna VA. Info: 

contact Rita Dwyer Ph: 703.281 .3639 
No fee 

W. TOM WALLACE. Ongoing dream 
group in Chicago. 

Meets Wednesday evenings. 
$15.00 per meet ing . Group limited 

to twelve (12) 
Phone: 708.256.4493 

ROBERT LANGS, M.D. 
Dream Group Mon & Thurs. eve 123 

W 79th St. Lower Level, NYC Ph: 
212.769.1616 

EDGAR CAYCE Dream Group. Leon 
Van Leeuwen, 435 E 57th St. New 

York NY 1 0022 
Ph: 212.888.0552 

JUDY WINE 
883 28th St. Brooklyn, NY 1121 0 

Ph : 718.338.1 051 

JOAN PASTOR 
501 0 Cherrywood Drive 
Oceanside, CA 92056 

Ph: 619.945.9767 

ANN RICHARDS 
Weekly Dream Group: 

DREAMS, JUNG AND ART 
workshops, ongoing bulletin. 
SASE to 6720 Arbor Dr. #209 

Miramar, FL 33023 
Ph: 305.983.4795 

EDITH GILMORE 
Lucid dream study group meets once a 
month in my home or occasionally in 

Cambridge, MA. No fee 
112 Minot Rd., Concord, MA 01742. 

Ph: 508.371.1619 

MARY FLATEN, M.A. 
Dream classes and individual 

consultations. 
Write 5062 Ebert Court, 
Northfield, MN 55057 

Ph: 507.663.1840 

Dream Group 
every Thursday night 

from 7-10 PM. 
Using astrology as a tool 

for dream work . 
Contact JOHN CRAWFORD 

1124 Dean Ave., San Jose, CA 
Ph: 408.275.8719 No fee 

SANDY BRUCE 
Syracuse, NY area 

Ph : 315.475 .6361 No fee 
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Contacts * Groups 
(Continued) 

12-STEP PEOPLE interested 
in forming a dream group, 

contact TONY S. PO. Box 148006 
Chicago, IL 60614 

Ph: 312.929.2083 No fee 

LION Group C.D. RUSSELL 
3424 Falcon Dr., Fort Worth TX 76119 

Ph: 817.534.8257. 
Weekly study group. No fee 

CLARA STEWART FLAGG. Senoi 
Dream Education. Monthly Sat. 

Workshops; ongoing groups. 11657 
Chenault St. #303 LA, CA 90048 

Ph: 213.476.8243 

THE DREAM HOUSE Re-entry 
groups and dreamwork training . 

Individual sessions and tutoring (in 
person/by phone) audio tapes, net
working. Fred Olsen, Dir. 19 Elk St. 

SF, CA 94110 No Fee 
Ph 415. 33 DREAM 

PEGGY SPECHT Dream group meets 
every Wed. 7:30pm in No. Toronto 

CANADA No charge to attend 
Ph: 416.251.5164 

EDGAR CAYCE Dream Group. 
Leon Van Leeuwen, 435 E. 57th St. 

New York, NY 1 0022 
Ph: 718.338.;1 051 

RONOTRIN 
Tue nights @ 7pm 

2601 North Old Stage Rd.# 30 
Mount Shasta, CA 96067 
Ph : 916.926.4980 No fee 

DREAM GROUP OF ATLANTA 
Contact ADRIENNE ANBINDER 

4341 Hammerstone Ct. 
Norcross, GA 30092 

Ph: 404 . 446.9316 

Dreamsharing Grassroots Network 
and the Dream Switchboard 

Published quarterly by the Community 
Dreamsharing Network of NY 

Excellent contact information for new 
explorers. Serving Metro 

NY/No. NJ/Lower CN areas. 
For information write: 

PO Box 8032 Hicksville, N:v' 11801 
or Ph. 516.796.9455 

TheiTandem Group: a national network 
for the exploration of mutual & lucid 

dreaming experiments. 
Contact MiiCHAELSHEA 
PO Box 5153 Station #1 

Wilmington, NC 
28403-0887 
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STANLEY KRIPPNER & INGRID 
KEPLER MAY Drawing from dream 

interpretation & other systems. Wed. & 
Thurs.: 7:30-9pm. San Francisco, CA. 

Ph:415.327.6776 

MICHAEL KATZ 
Lucid Dreaming and beyond. 

Transpersonal approaches for creative 
dreams and waking. 

Individuals and groups. 
Manhattan, NY Ph: 212.260.8371 

CYNTHIA KOHLES, M.S.W. 
Dream Group, Thursday evenings. 

Santa Rosa, California 
Ph: 707.526.2500 

Creativity Dream Workshop 
Renaissance Books 

Contact SHERRY HEALY 
8101 Main Street, Ellicott City, MD 

21043 No Fee 
Ph: 301.465.0010 or 800.235.8097 

SHIRLEE MARTIN: 
Monthly dream group in 

San Francisco. 
No fee. Phone: 415.258.9112 

SETH DREAM NETWORK 
M.E. Mang 226th Medsom 
Box 188 APO NY No Fee 

VALERIE MELUSKEY, Ph.D 
Groups for learning about creative 
and lucid dreaming. Princeton, NJ 

Ph; 609.921.3572 
THE DREAM WORKSHOP 

Introductory slide presentation 
One day workshop/retreat 

On-going workshops. 
Sandra Magwood RR#2 Lakefield, 

Ontario Canada KOL 2HO 

~--======::;=--~ I 
DreamTime In the Pacific NorthWest 

Exploring Inner Landscapes: 
Continuing the tradition of 

Making Dreams Real 

\? February 14 - 16, 1992 \? 
A weekend seminar on the rugged 

coast of the Pacific Northwest. 
Dream Time among the Quilleute Tribe 
of La Push, WA during the early stages 

of the annual whale migration. 
Roberta Ossana, M.A., Facilitator 

$125 Seminar only; Limit 20 Persons 
Deposit $50 by February 1st, 1992 

Info% DNJ 1337 Powerhouse Lane #22 
Moab, UT 84532 801 .259.5936 

or801 .259.6669 

~· ream Study Associations 

ASSOCIATION for the 
STUDY OF DREAMS 

For Membership & Quarterly Newsletter 
ASD PO Box 1600 
Vienna, VA 22183 
Ph: 703.242.8888 

CENTER FOR THE INVESTIGATION 
& STUDY OF DREAMS 

For Membership & Information: 
ORIENTE 172 No. 243 

COL. Moctezuma Mexico 9 D.F. 15500 
MEXICO 

DREAM EDUCAT9R'S NETWORK 
% DNJ 1337 Powerhouse Lane #22 

Moab, UT 84532 Ph: 801.259.5936 

EUROPEAN ASSOC. for the 
STUDY OF DREAMS 

Publishes ONIROS Quarterly 
For Membership & Newsletter Info 

EASD: M. Henri Rojouan 
3 rue Xavier de Bue, Boite 7, 

Bruxelles Belgium 

LUCIDITY ASSOCIATION 
8703 1 09TH ST 

Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2L5 CA 

LUCIDITY INSTITUTE 
Box 2364 Stanford, CA 94309 

MONTREAL CENTER for the 
STUDY OF DREAMS 

For Membership & Newsletter Info: 
PO Box 69 Outremonst, QC 

Canada 

Bay Area Dreamworkers Association 
% Jill Gregory 

29 Truman Drive 
Novato, CA 94947 

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY 
All Sale Items, Groups, 

Events and Services 
requesting fees: $10 per Issue 

$35 per yt;ar (4 Issues) 
limit 20 words 

(50¢ per word beyond 20 ) 
Excbanges Considered 

('No fee' Dream Groups and 
Research Projects will be listed free as 

-a service to dreams & dream education.) 
Ads are accepted 

at the discretion of the publisher. 
DNJ does not endorse nor take 

responsibility for the contents or 
quality of any ads that appear here, 

although we encourage reader 
feedback and will discontinue ads 
for which we receive complaints. 



Services, Books 
& Sale Items 

A Portfolio of Mystical Images 
from the book 

.9lt tlie Poo{ of Wonder 
DREAMS AND VISIONS OF 

AN AWAKENING HUMANITY 

DEBORAH KOFF-CHAPIN is pleased to 
offer a special limited edition 

portfolio of twenty-two full color 
R 1 /2" x II" prints, each on archival paper 

& hand mounted on 11" x 14" 
Classic Laid cover stock. 

The cost is $50, or $100 for a fully signed set 
(folio cover & all 22 images), 

plus $4 p&h. 

To order send check, 
VISA, DISCOVER or MASTERCARD to: 

IN HER IMAGE: 
A Gallery of Women's Art 

3208 SE Hawthorne 
Portland, OR 97214 

Ph: 530. 231.3726 

MAIL DREAM ANALYSIS 
ROSEMARY WATTS 

DREAM COUNSELOR 
In order to accomodate those dreamers 

who would like dream counseling but 
live outside the Los Angeles area, I 

have created a form that I feel would 
enable us to work together by mail. 

For information on this or individual 
sessions and workshops, call or write to 

ROSEMARY WATIS 
1114 So. Ogden Dr., Los Angeles, CA 

90019 Ph: (213) 933-3327 

Dream Greeting Cards by 
Bonnie Sephine Langhaar. 

Six dream inspired designs $0.50 ea. 
to: 713 So. Anderson St. 

Urbana, IL 61801 

RITUALS FOR LIVING & DYING 
David Feinstein & Peg Elliott Mayo 

PERSONAL MYTHOLOGY 
David Fe instein & Stan ley Krippner 

Two powerfu l Book/Tape programs for: 
(Rituals) work ing with issues of grief or 

impending loss; (Personal Myth) 
beginn ing to transform the underly ing 

mythology that shapes your life. 
$19.95 each 

Order through INNERSOURCE 
POB 213-D, Ash land, OR 97520 

Add $2 for shipping per order. 

DOLPHIN DREAMS NEWSLETTER 
Contacting our multidimensional friends 

the dolphins, as guides and teachers 
both in dream and waking realities. 
Quarterly: $12 US; Canada $15US to 
PO Box 1573-D Ferndale, WA 89248 

Arthur Bernard, Ph.D. has created 
a unique dream program based on 

the ancient practice of using dreams 
for healing and problem solving. 

Dr. Bernard's exciting and empowerin 
cassette series entitled 

Dreams: The Wisdom in Sleep includes: 
Tape 1 Using Dreams to Discover 

More Joy in Life 
Tape 2 Using Dreams as a 

Path to Healing 
Tape 3 Dream Inductions for 

Inner Joy & Healing 
A 60 pg informative manual included. 

DREAMS PROGRAM@ $29.95. 
S&H $3 (CA Residents add 7% St. tax) 

%Arthur Bernard, Ph.D. 
THE DREAM CENTER 

14724 Ventura Blvd. #801 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 

Call toll free: 1.800.927.5025 

DR. MONTAGUE ULLMAN 
offers a Dream Appreciation & 

Experiential Dream Group 
Seminar in the Four Corners/ 

Canyonlands Area 

March 27th- 29th, 1992. 
$30 Friday even ing talk; 

$130 for Saturday & Sunday sem inar 

Limit 20 Persons 
Info% DNJ 1337 Powerhouse Lane 

Suite #22, Moab, UT 84532 
or Ph: 801.259.5936 

RIVER OF DREAMS 
A 5 Day adventure throug h remote 

Four Corners Canyons of So. Utah 
on the gentle San Juan River doing 
dreamwork and dream drama w ith 
Ke lley Hunter and Roberta Ossana 

April 22nd - 26th, 1992. 
$795 includes 5 Day Sem inar, Outfitting 

& Catering. Limit 16 Persons 
$100 Deposit by 4/3 

Info %DNJ 1337 Powerhouse Lane 22 
Moab, UT 84532 or Ph: 801 .259.5936 

or801.259.6669 

Karen Surman Paley is seek ing 
dreams of multiple personalities for her 
book on healing from childhood sexual 

abuse through dreams. Anonymity 
guaranteed. Write 60 Central St. , 

Topsfield, MA 01983 

J.C. Barzo-Reinke is cu rrently 
researching young widows whose 
husbands have appeared to them 

during the first year of bereavement as 
well as beloved an imals who return to 

the ir owners via dreams or visually. 
Please contact at Rt. I Box 1150 

Bardon, OR 97 411 

Roberta Ossana desires to establish a 
collection point for your 'Big Dreams', 

those gifted for the larger 
human & Earth community. 

The Myth-makers. What piece of the 
puzzle do you hold? 

1337 Powerhouse Lane #22 Moab, UT 84532 

Joanne Hobbs is seek ing an imal 
dreams (including insects, reptiles and 

birds and companion an imals) and 
unusual waking experiences with other 

species for her book on the animal/ 
human bond; single dream images or 

fragments important also. She will 
personally reply to all who respond. 

Anonymity in book guaranteed. Write: 
1148 El Abra Way, San Jose, CA 95125 

Collecting examples for the practical 
uses of the dream state. Please send 

your experiences to: Transition Re
sources 4727-8TH Ave. NE 

Seattle, WA 98105 Ph: 206.547.7046 

Kelly Bulkley is seeking dream reports for 
current and future research projects: 

1 )..::IDg,rueams:;_.Qream§Jhat have had a 
Q[QfQynd.Jran§fQrmatjye effect; dreams that 

have truly changed the dreamer's life. 
2) Dreams of the environment: dreams 

!bat invo]lle..QQY:ierfuiJmages rrom_Nature or 
dreams that have strongly effected the ways 

the dreamer relates to Nature. 
Please write to 600 S. Dearborn, #2201 , 

Chicago, IL 60605 

COLLECTING DREAMS about loved ones who 
have died for upcom ing anthology. Anonymity 
assured if requested. Send dream reports or 

requests for information to: 
Keelin 2437 Chestnut Street SF CA 94123 

WANTED: Dream experiences involving 
initiat ion into a new sense of vocation or 

life-calling. Contact Greg Bogart , M.A. 
1139 Addison #4, Berkeley, CA 94710 

Ph: 415.845.3247 
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